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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Scientific background 
1.1. Aim of the work 
The main aim of this work is to prepare biodegradable amphiphilic diblock copolymers by melt 
polycondensation. These diblock copolymers are composed mainly of two segments, hydrophilic 
segment and hydrophobic segment. The hydrophilic segment is methoxy poly(ethylene oxide) 
(MPEO) of two different molecular weights (5000 and 2000 g/mol). The hydrophobic segment is 
polyester of adipate/hexandiol, succinate/butandiol or a mixture therefrom. Furthermore, to 
characterize the obtained materials, and to evaluate the physical properties including molecular 
weight, glass transition temperature, mechanical properties. Then hydrolytic and enzymatic 
degradation profile of the prepared material will be also investigated. Another aim is to obtain a 
pH responsive polymer by loading the obtained polymers with a pH responsive moiety, namely 
Sulfadimethoxine (SD). Finally measuring of critical micelle concentration (cmc) of SD loaded 
polymers as well as the virgin polymers by using fluorescence spectroscopy is also targeted. 
The thesis includes 6 chapters: Chapter 1 contains introduction, scientific background and 
literature survey. Chapter 2 contains the synthesis of the aforementioned amphiphilic block 
copolymers with full characterization using different analytical tools including (GPC, thermal 
analysis, X-rays and different spectroscopic tools). Chapter 3 includes the data of the hydrolytic 
and enzymatic degradation of the synthesized block copolymers. Chapter 4 represents the trial of 
immobilizing a pH-dependent, bioactive ingredient onto the Polymer backbone. Chapter 5 
contains the data of the Determination of critical micelles concentration (cmc). Chapter 6 
contains the used materials, experimental techniques, and analytics of the polymers. Last part 
contains references and summary in English and German.  
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 1.2. Scientific Background 
1.2.1. Problem definition 
Applications of polymeric materials are increasing day by day, in every place in our diary life; it 
is somewhat difficult to find any article or a material that does not include a kind of polymeric 
material in its body. These materials without doubt make our life easy and happy, this is of 
course the white side of the coin or in other words the filled half of the cup, but as a scientific 
people we should also pay attention to the black side of the coin i.e. the empty half of the cup 
and trying to find an answer to the question: what will happen to these polymeric material after 
usage?. To answer this question we should be aware of the nature and characteristics features of 
the final product of the polymeric materials. They are durable, resistant to various forms of 
degradation and in more dramatic case they are crosslinked and do not soluble in all solvents 
(tires for example). These specific properties of polymers make the disposal of these polymers a 
big challenge.  As a consequence, a lot of efforts have been taken since the early 1990s to 
develop novel polymers that have the same properties as conventional polymers but are more 
susceptible to degradation and hence are more environmental friendly. 
 
1.2.2. Degradable and biodegradable polymers 
 The term ‘‘degradable polymers’’ is difficult to define exactly because of confliction and 
confusion. The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) defined the degradable 
polymer as the polymer that undergoes a significant change in its chemical structure under 
specific environmental conditions, resulting in a loss of some properties (e.g. integrity, molecular 
weight, structure or mechanical strength).1,2 Degradation occurs randomly at any point of the 
polymer chain, leading to a drastic change in molecular weight, or could be along the chain ends 
(depolymerization) by which monomers are liberated. Different ways of degradation include: 
thermal degradation that uses heat and /or reduced pressure (autoclave) to degrade the polymer 
3,4 mechanical degradation in which extruders and roll mills are used 5, photo-degradation that 
takes place by action of natural daylight 6 , oxidative degradation in which degradation takes 
place by oxidation 7-9, degradation by ultrasonic waves 10, degradation by high-energy 
radiation 11, hydrolytic degradation like for example alkali hydrolysis 12, and most importantly 
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biodegradation in which degradation takes place by natural bacteria, fungi, and other 
microorganisms that present in the environment. 2,13 Polymers that undergo to biodegradation are 
coined as biodegradable polymers. 
  
1.2.3. Degradation mechanism. 
Because the back bone of the polymer chains are mainly C-C bonds, most of the synthetic 
polymers are durable and resistant to various kinds of degradation. However, polymers could be 
degraded if their backbone contains functional groups like ester, carbonate, anhydride, acetal, 
amide,  or hydroxyl-esters, as these groups are susceptible to either hydrolytic degradation or 
biodegradation by micro-organisms. 14-17 
At first the polymers containing these hetero atoms are degraded by effect of hydrolytic 
hydrolysis or enzymatic hydrolysis into oligomers or even small molecules with functional 
groups such as for instance carboxylic acids and/or alcohol in case of polyester degradation .18 It 
is generally stated that the enzymatic degradation occurs only on the surface of the solid polymer 
as the enzyme cannot penetrate into the bulk of the solid substrate. The degradation starts from 
the amorphous or relatively less-ordered area instead of the more rigid crystalline interior. After 
hydrolysis of the surface, the produced small fragments are washed away by water, and enzyme 
can attack another new layer. Therefore, the molecular weight of the substrate does not change 
theoretically, only the loss of weight of the solid material could be observed. Hydrolytic 
hydrolysis (basic or acidic) takes place also from the surface preferring amorphous area. 
However, small basic or acidic reagent can diffuse into the solid substrate and lead to in-depth 
degradation. Therefore, the molecular weight of the material decreases, but the total weight of 
solid cannot be detected very fast. Metabolism of the resulting small molecules by 
microorganisms into CO2, and biomass is crucial for perfect and complete biodegradability. 
Thus, a biodegradable polymer has the ability to be broken down by biological means into 
natural raw materials and then disappear into the nature. Because of the co-existence of both 
biotic and non-biotic effects, the entire mechanism of polymer degradation can also be known as 
environmental degradation.19 
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It is worth to mention that, environmental factors not only help the polymer to degrade, but they 
also play an essential role in affecting the activity of different microorganisms. Factors such as 
humidity, pH, temperature, salinity and the presence, or the absence of oxygen, have important 
influences on the microbial degradation of polymers. In addition, the chemical structure and the 
chemical composition of the polymer are major parameters in polymer degradation. It is well 
known that, polymers (especially, the end use articles) usually do not exist as one homogeneous 
component but they can contain different polymers (blends) or low molecular weight additives 
like plasticizers. Polymers of different structures such as copolymers which consist of random, 
alternate or block copolymers, and branched or crosslinked polymers can affect the degradation 
behavior of that polymer. Besides, the crystallinity and crystal morphology of a polymer depends 
on the processing parameters and it can be changed with time. These mentioned parameters play 
the major role that determines the degradation behavior of a polymer. 2,20 
Some polymers with C-C backbone can be coined as biodegradable polymer. These polymers 
contain usually pendent groups on the main polymeric chains, which can undergo (photo, thermo 
or enzymatic) oxidation and the resulting product can be oxidized further to oligomers or even 
small molecules such as a naturally occurring polymer, polyisoprene (Natural rubber). Others are 
synthetic vinyl polymers like poly(vinyl alcohol)21-23 and poly(vinyl methyl ether) 24-26 as 
represented in Figures 1.1 and 1.2.  
Depending on how far water/enzyme can diffuse inside the polymer matrix, erosion of the 
polymer can occurs either on the surface of the polymer matrix or in the bulk. In bulk erosion, 
degradation takes place throughout the whole of the sample by taking water inside the matrix, in 
surface erosion, the polymer is eroded from the surface in which polymers do not allow water to 
penetrate into the material and erode layer by layer. Examples of the polymers that undergo 
surface erosion are polyanhydrides and poly (ortho) esters. Herein, erosion proceeds at constant 
velocity at any time during erosion. However, bulk eroding polymers such as polylactides (PLA), 
polyglycolides (PGA), poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), and polycaprolactones (PCL), 
have no constant erosion velocity. Polymer erosion plays an important role in many essential and 
important processes such as the control release of drugs from polymer implants. By knowing the 
kind of erosion a polymer undergoes, it can be effectively used for the design of drug delivery 
systems.2, 27 
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Figure 1.1. Proposed mechanism of enzymatic degradation of Natural Rubber 
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Figure 1.2. Proposed mechanism of enzymatic degradation of polyvinyl alcohol. 
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1.2.4. Classification of biodegradable polymers 
There are many ways to classify biodegradable polymers. They can be sorted according to their 
chemical composition, synthesis method, processing method, economic importance, application, 
etc. Each of these classifications provides different and useful information. According to their 
origin, biodegradable polymers can be classified into two groups28: i- natural polymers, 
polymers coming from natural resources and  ii- synthetic polymers, polymers synthesized from 
crude oil. 
Polymers from natural origins include sub-groups: 
1. Polysaccharides (e.g., starch, cellulose, lignin, chitin) 
2. Proteins (e.g., gelatin, casein, wheat gluten, silk and wool) 
3. Lipids (e.g., plant oils including castor oil and animal fats) 
4. Polyesters produced by micro-organisms or plants (e.g., polyhydroxy-alcanoates, poly-3-
hydroxybutyrate) 
5. Polyesters synthesized from bio-derived monomers (polylactic acid) 
6. Miscellaneous polymers (natural rubbers, composites). 
Biodegradable polymers from mineral origins include four sub-groups: 
1. Aliphatic polyesters (e.g., polyglycolic acid, polybutylene succinate, polycaprolactone) 
2. Aromatic polyesters or blends of the two types (e.g., polybutylene succinate terephthalate) 
3. Polyvinyl alcohols 
4. Modified polyolefins (polyethylene or polypropylene with specific agents sensitive to 
temperature or light). 
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1.2.5. Biodegradable polyesters 
Polyesters represent a large family of polymers having in their structure the potentially 
hydrolysable ester bond. The polyesters can be classified following the composition of their main 
chain as aliphatic and aromatic polyesters. Aliphatic polyesters are one of the most promising 
biodegradable materials for industrial and biomedical uses with relatively good mechanical 
properties and processability. A wide range of aliphatic polyesters can be designed by using 
various reactants and changing the synthesis conditions to meet specific requirements such as 
hydrophobicity, crystallinity, degradability, solubility, glass transition temperature, melting 
temperature and so on.28  Commercially available degradable polyester found their applications 
as flexible and tough thermoplastics in industrial, agricultural and biomedical applications. Ikada 
el al in his review gave some information about the degradation rates of different polyesters as 
listed in table 1.129 
 
Table 1.1 Rate of degradation of various biodegradable polymers 
Polymer Structure Mw Degradation rate 
Poly(glycolic acid) 
 
Crystalline 
 
- 
 
100%  in 2-3 
months 
 
Poly(L-lactic acid) Semi-crystalline 
 
100-300 50% in 1-2 years 
 
Poly(glycolic acid-co-L-lactic 
acid) 
Amorphous 40-100 100 % in 50-100 
days 
 
Poly(ε-caprolactone) 
 
Semi-crystalline 
 
40-80 50 % in 4 years 
Poly(L-lactic acid-co-ε-
caprolactone) 
Amorphous 
 
100-500 100 % in 3-12 
months 
Poly(orthoester) Amorphous 
 
100-150 60% in 50 weeks 
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1.2.6. Classification of degradable polyesters      
Aliphatic polyesters can be categorized into two kinds depending on the monomers used in the 
synthesis. The 1st category is polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA), a polymer of hydroxy carboxylic 
acid (HO-R-COOH). These acids can be divided further into α, β, ω-hydroxy acids based on the 
position of OH group with respect to the COOH group. The 2nd one is poly(alkylene 
dicarboxylate), which are produced by condensation reaction between prepolymers having 
hydroxyl or carboxyl terminal groups using chain extenders such as diisocyanate. A detailed 
classification of the aliphatic polyesters as well as the type of degradation is given in Table 1.2. 
Table 1.2 Different classes of aliphatic polyester combined with degradation method. 29,30 
Chemical Structure / Name 
 
 
 
Example 
 
Degradability 
 
 
Poly(α-hydroxy acid) 
 
 
R =H Poly(glycolic acid) (PGA) 
 
Chemical 
Hydrolysis 
R = CH3 Poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) 
 
 
Poly(ß-hydroxyalkanoate 
 
R = CH3 Poly(ß-hydroxybutyrate)  
 
Enzymatic 
Hydrolysis 
R = CH3, 
      C2H5 
Poly(β-hydroxybutyrate-co-β- 
hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV) 
 
 
Poly(ß-hydroxyalkanoate) 
 
 
Y = 3 
 
Poly(γ-butyrolactone) 
 
 
 
Enzymatic 
Hydrolysis Y = 4 Poly(δ-valerolactone) 
 
Y = 5 5 Poly(ε-caprolactone) 
 
 
 Poly(alkylene dicarboxylate) 
 
 
m = 2, n = 2 
 
 
 
Poly(ethylene succinate) (PES) 
 
 
 
 
Enzymatic 
Hydrolysis m = 4, n = 2 
 
Poly(butylene succinate) (PBS) 
 
m = 4, n = 2,4 Poly(butylene succinate-co- 
butylene adipate) (PBSA) 
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1.2.7. Synthetic routes for polyesters 
Polyesters are generally synthesized by a step-growth process, i.e., polycondensation from a 
mixture of diol and diacid (or diacid derivatives) as shown in Figure 1.3. This method required 
instant elimination of the water from the polymerization system to avoid the hydrolysis 31.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3. Synthetic route of aliphatic polyester by polycondensation.31  
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Ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of cyclic esters and related compounds in presence of a 
catalyst such as stannous octoate is an alternative method for the synthesis of aliphatic 
polyesters32-37 (Figure 1.4). 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4. Synthesis of polylactic acid by Ring Opening Polymerization of lactide. 
 
Enzyme-catalyzed polymer synthesis is another approach using enzyme to catalyze 
polymerization process and now being used by many researchers 38-40, for example enzyme-
catalyzed  polycondensation and ring opening polymerization are now being used for preparation 
of homopolymers, random copolymers and block copolymers 41-46 
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1.2.8. Applications of Biodegradable polymers 
Aliphatic polyesters are utilized in various application fields particularly in medicine application, 
flexible packaging and in agriculture as briefed in the coming sections20. 
1.2.8.1. Biomedical uses  
Controlled Drug Delivery is considered as one of the most important and versatile application of 
these polymers. Controlled drug delivery has applications not only in medicine but also in 
veterinary and agrochemical active ingredients from pesticides to contraceptives that can be 
delivered by sustained release with the ultimate biodegradation of the carrier medium. Tissue 
culture and tissue engineering is also a very interesting field of application that exploits 
aliphatic polyester to produce biodegradable networks that are effective as wound dressings, 
tubular conformations for intestine or vascular grafts and skin substitutes. Another use is in 
Surgical fixation (sutures, clips, bone pins and plates), where PGA and PLA have been used to 
produce strong filament and were shown to degrade rapidly. The use of biodegradable implants 
for the fixation of fractured bones and joints has been established and contrasted with the use of 
metal pins and clips. About 40 different biodegradable polymers and copolymers are currently 
being used as alternatives of metal implants. 47, 48 
 
1.2.8.2. Biodegradable plastics for packaging 
Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB) and the copolymer poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-
hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV), which are produced in plant cells and can be synthesized 
biochemically by fermentation, are commercialized under trade name Biopol, and were 
originally intended as biodegradable substitutes for oil-based polyolefin in plastic containers, 
films and bottles49, for packaging shampoo, and motor oil containers, and paper-coating 
materials. The main disadvantages of the use of biodegradable polymers for bulk packaging is 
the difference in the price of these polymers compared with that of bulk produced, oil-based 
plastics. Current low oil prices, increased recycling capacity and improved technologies for the 
separation of plastics and make the use of biodegradable polymers for most packaging 
requirements still uneconomic.20,50 
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1.2.8.3. Other uses 
Biodegradable polymers have been used for the sorption of oil-based aromatic compounds from 
low carbon sand by microbial polyesters20,51, more than 1994 patient cited the use of 
poly(caprolactone) filaments blended with other biodegradable polymers as a biodegradable 
carrier for denitrifying bacteria in water purification. Biodegradable materials can be effectively 
used for agricultural applications where core materials like pesticides or pheromones can be 
released into the environment in a controlled manner and the polymeric material gets completely 
degraded with time. 
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1.3. Block copolymers 
Block copolymers are an interesting class of polymeric materials which composed of two 
different polymer segments that are chemically bonded.52 These segments are in most cases, 
thermodynamically incompatible giving rise to a rich variety of microstructures in bulk and in 
solution. The mode of arrangement of the block segments can vary from diblock or triblock 
copolymers, with two or three segments respectively, to multiblock copolymers containing many 
segments. A schematic representation of various block copolymer architectures are given in 
Figure 1.5 including graft and radial block copolymers. A variety of morphologies and properties 
can be achieved with microphase separated block copolymers. 
 
1.3.1. General Synthetic Methods for Block copolymers 
Various synthetic approaches have been utilized to prepare block copolymer, anionic 
polymerization 53 which has been discovered more than 50 years ago is considered as one of the 
most efficient method to prepare well defined block copolymers. Anionic polymerization is 
characterized by the absence of termination and chain transfer reactions, carbanions (or, in 
general, anionic sites) remain active after complete consumption of monomer, giving the 
possibility of block copolymer formation, in the simplest case, by introduction of a second 
monomer into the polymerization mixture giving chance for the preparation of linear block 
copolymers. Successful examples are AB diblock copolymers of styrene and isoprene or 
butadiene, with predictable composition and molecular weights as well as narrow molecular 
weight have been synthesized by sequential addition of monomers. 
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Figure 1.5 Architecture of different block copolymers52 
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Cationic polymerization 54 was also used to prepare diblock copolymers from styrene and 
isobutylene, however it is suffering from several problems which is out of the scope of this thesis 
to be discussed in details. Controlled radical polymerization55 is an important topic nowadays in 
polymer chemistry that comprises different mechanisms to produce living polymers with well-
defined architectures. Nitroxide mediated radical polymerization (NMP) 56, atom transfer radical 
polymerization (ATRP)57, and reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization 
(RAFT)58 have been utilized extensively to prepare different polymer architectures including 
various block copolymers. 
 
1.3.2. Synthesis of block copolymers by coupling of end-functionalized 
prepolymers 
Diblock and triblock copolymers have been synthesized by using a direct coupling between end 
functionalized prepolymers. Poly(p-phenyleneethylene)-b-poly(ethylene oxide) rod-coil block 
copolymers were also synthesized by direct coupling of carboxy-terminated PPE and hydroxyl-
terminated PEO. A large numbers of amphiphilic block copolymers comprising aliphatic 
polyesters and poly(ethylene oxide) have been also prepared by the same approach, where 
hydrxoy/carboxy-terminated aliphatic polyester was prepared then coupled directly with mono or 
di hydroxyl poly(ethylene oxide) to synthesize di and triblock copolymers.59 
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opening polymerization using multiarm PEOs as initiator in the presence of stannous octoate as a 
catalyst was used to prepare star-shaped PEO-PLLA and PEO-PCL block copolymers. Swelling 
behavior of star-block copolymers suggests that the water uptake depend on the molecular 
architecture and the phase mixing of PEO segment with PLLA or PCL segment 89. Water uptake 
was higher in PEO-PLLA than PEO-PCL and with increasing number of arms in copolymer 
under the same conditions, due to more hydrophobic nature and higher crystallinity of PCL 
compared to PLLA block. Two melting endotherms for PEO-PCL block copolymers in the DSC 
thermogram indicates two immiscible separated phases of PCL and PEO, in contrast to the 
results from PEO-PLA block copolymers of similar PEO contents and molecular architecture. 
Decrease in crystallinity in star block copolymers was due to phase mixing, which was increased 
with an increase in the number of arms. Intrinsic viscosity of star-block copolymers was 
decreased with degree of branching because in good solvent, polymer chains are fully extended 
due to the thermodynamically favorable interactions between polymer and solvent. 
Synthesis of a star polymer in which the core of the star polymer is polyamidoamine (PAMAM) 
dendrimer and arms of the star are amphiphilic block copolymer is reported by Wang et al.90  
The inner block in the arm is hydrophobic poly (ε-caprolactone) (PCL), and the outer block in 
the arm is hydrophilic poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG). The star-PCL polymer was synthesized first 
by ring-opening polymerization of ε-caprolactone with a PAMAM-OH dendrimer as initiator. 
The PEG polymer was then attached to the PCL terminus by an ester-forming reaction. The star 
structure of the polymers was confirmed by conventional analytical tools as SEC, 1H NMR, 
FTIR, TGA, and DSC. The micelle formation of the star copolymer (star-PCL−PEG) was 
studied by fluorescence spectroscopy. Hydrophobic dyes and drugs can be encapsulated in the 
micelles.90  
In another study, by the same authors, they compared the structures and the amphiphilic 
properties of two types of arms in the star polymers. The first type, stPCL-PEG32, is composed of 
a polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimer as the core with arms having poly(ε-caprolactone) 
(PCL) and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)32 as an inner lipophilic block and outer hydrophilic block 
respectively. The second type, stPLA-PEG32, is similar but with poly(l-lactide) (PLA) as the 
inner hydrophobic block. It was found that the stPCL-PEG32 is having higher potency to 
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encapsulate the hydrophobic anticancer drug (etoposide) micelles than that of stPLA-PEG32 and 
better release kinetics and it is more suitable as a potential drug delivery carrier.91 
Recently,  A14B7 miktoarm star copolymers composed of 14 poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) arms 
and 7 poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) arms with β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) as core moiety were 
synthesized by the combination of controlled ring-opening polymerization (CROP) and “click” 
chemistry. 1H NMR, FT-IR, and SEC-MALLS analyses confirmed the well-defined A14B7 
miktoarm star architecture. In aqueous solution these amphiphilic miktoarm star copolymers are 
able to self-assemble into multi-morphological aggregates that were characterized by dynamic 
light scattering (DLS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).92 
Another type of the Poly(ethylene glycol) based block copolymers is that comprising 
hydrophobic segment which is composed of polyester prepared from the dicarboxylic acids and 
diol by melt polycondensation. In fact the availability of the literature concerning this topic is 
less if compared with the block copolymers that comprising lactide/caprolactone as the 
hydrophobic segments. Khoee et al. prepared amphiphilic triblock copolymers of poly (butylene 
adipate)–poly(ethylene glycol)–poly(butylene adipate) (PBA–PEG–PBA) with different PBA 
molecular weights. Nanoparticles from these block copolymers were prepared by self-assembly 
of the amphiphilic copolymers in the aqueous solution. These nanoparticles were loaded with the 
hydrophobic drug quercetin. It was observed that block copolymers with higher molecular 
weight of polyester are crucial for optimum drug release.93  
Multiblock copolymers based on poly (ethylene glycol), butylene terephthalate, and butylene 
succinate units were synthesized by a two-step melt polycondensation reaction aiming to develop 
a new series of degradable polymers for controlled release applications94. 
 The release of two model proteins, lysozyme and bovine serum albumin (BSA), from films of 
these block copolymers was evaluated and correlated to the swelling and degradation 
characteristics of the polymer matrices.94, 95 
Multiblock copolymers of poly[(butylene terephthalate)-co-poly(butylene succinate)-block-
poly(ethylene glycol)] (PTSG) were synthesized with different poly(butylene succinate) (PBS) 
molar fractions and varying the poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) segment length, and were evaluated 
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as biomedical materials. The in vivo biocompatibility of these samples was also measured 
subcutaneously in rats for 4 weeks. The assessments indicated that these poly (ether ester) 
copolymers are good candidates for anti-adhesion barrier and drug controlled-release 
applications96. Series of poly (oxyethylene-b-butylene succinate) (POBS) ionomers were 
prepared using stepwise polycondensation of succinic acid and mixed monomers of sodium 
sulfonated poly(ethylene glycol) (SPEG) and 1,4-butanediol. The composition and chemical 
structure of these segmented ionomers were determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Enzymatic 
hydrolysis of POBS copolymer occurs more rapidly than homo poly (butylene succinate) and 
was drastically accelerated with increasing ionic contents. The authors attributed this behavior to 
the presence of the ionic group, which not only reduced the crystallinity but also improved 
hydrophilicity on the POBS surface.97 
Block copolymers based on poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) of two molecular weights and aliphatic 
dicarboxylic acids (decanedioic and dodecanedioic) were prepared and the surface properties of 
aqueous solutions were studied. The surface activity of the polyesters and their ability to form 
micellar assemblies has been confirmed in water. The experiment confirmed that micellization of 
polyesters is accompanied by the association of more hydrophobic (aliphatic) constituents 
forming the micelle interior. The hydrophilic fragments (ethylene oxide groups) are involved in 
the formation of micelle exterior.62 ,98 Amphiphilic triblock copolymers of poly (propylene 
succinate) (PPSu) and PEG with different hydrophobic/hydrophilic ratios were synthesized by 
melt polycondensation technique using a facile one-pot procedure. The synthesized copolymers 
were used to prepare core–shell nanoparticles with hydrophobic PPSu and hydrophilic PEG 
forming the core and shell, respectively. The drug loading efficiency and drug release properties 
of the mPEG–PPSu nanoparticles were investigated using two model drugs: the hydrophilic 
Ropinirole and the hydrophobic Tibolone. Hydrophobic/hydrophilic balance is playing the 
essential role to investigate the drug loading/releasing efficiency of the nanoparticles. It was 
found that hydrophobic drug Tibolone was loaded at much higher rate. Drug release 
characteristics also depended on drug hydrophilicity: the hydrophilic Ropinirole was released at 
a much higher rate than the hydrophobic Tibolone.99 
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1.5. Applications of Poly(ethylene glycol) based block copolymers 
It is needless to say that the most important field of application of the amphiphilic block 
copolymer comprising polyethylene glycol is the drug delivery as already discussed in the 
aforementioned survey, where biodegradable nanoparticles are prepared from these block 
copolyesters and used in drug carriers, peptide, protein and DNA delivery,60,63,64,99,100 
Other applications are also reported, for example biodegradable nanofibers by electrospinning101, 
the representative electrospun polymers were poly-(ethylene glycol-block-ε-caprolactone)101, 
poly(lactide-b-ethylene glycol-b-lactide)102, poly(ethylene glycol-co-lactide)103. Recently, in our 
lab, biodegradable nanofibers of  Poly(hexamethylene adipate)-PEO block copolymers (PHA-b-
PEO)  were obtained by green electrospinning i.e. electrospinning from aqueous suspension, at 
first PHA-b-PEO with different PEO contents were synthesized and processed to aqueous 
suspensions with high solid contents by solvent displacement. This suspension was mixed with a 
small amount of high molecular weight PEO and Brij78 and electrospun into corresponding 
nanofibers.104 
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Chapter 2 
Synthesis and characterization of biodegradable  
amphiphilic diblock copolymers  
Synthesis of amphiphilic diblock copolymers composed of methoxy poly(ethylene oxide) of 
different molecular weights and different aliphatic polyesters was targeted by polycondensation. 
These diblock copolymers are consisting mainly of two blocks. The hydrophobic block is 
polyester of adipate/hexandiol, succinate/butandiol or a mixture therefrom, while the hydrophilic 
block is methoxy poly(ethylene oxide) with different molecular weights (5000 and 2000 g/mol).  
 
2.1. Synthesis and structural characterization of the block copolymers. 
The targeted amphiphilic block copolymers with different hydrophobic/hydrophilic molar ratio 
were prepared by polycondensation in one pot reaction over two steps. At first the reactants 
(adipic acid/Succinic acid, 1,6-hexandiol/1,4 butandiol and MPEO (M. wt 5000 or 2000 g/moL)) 
and catalyst were mixed together and left to react for about 6 hours at 190 oC in an oil bath until 
the amount of expelled water becomes constant. In order to increase the molecular weight, 
temperature was increased to 230 oC in presence of polyphosphoric acid (usually used as thermal 
stabilizer) under application of vacuum for 40 h. During the reaction, the viscosity was markedly 
increased and the stirring ability of the magnet stirrer bar became less and less. At the end of the 
reaction, a viscous transparent yellow liquid is obtained that solidified upon cooling. The 
obtained polymer is dissolved in large amount of Chloroform or THF and precipitated in n-
Pentane or n-Hexane, to obtain finally a white powder that is dried in vacuum oven at ambient 
temperature for 72 hours. Block copolymers with different molar ratios were prepared by the 
same procedures. The prepared block copolymers are polyhexylene adipate-b-methoxy 
poly(ethylene oxide) (PHA-b-MPEO5 and PHA-b-MPEO2), polybutylene succinate-b-methoxy 
poly(ethylene oxide) (PBS-b-MPEO), polyhexylene succinate-b-methoxy poly(ethylene oxide) 
(PHS-b-MPEO) and finally polybutylene adipate-b-methoxy poly(ethylene oxide) (PBA-b-
MPEO). Figure 2.1 represents the schematic procedures of the block copolymer synthesis.  
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Figure 2.1. Synthetic route used for the diblock copolymers preparation 
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2.1.1. Structural characterization 
The structure of the prepared block copolyesters was proven and characterized using 
NMR and IR spectroscopy. The block copolymers with feed molar ratio 1:1 were taken as 
representative examples for the detailed discussion, as all samples of each category have the 
same structure, only they differ in the integration values of different peaks.  I should mention 
here that, a separate section for detailed discussion of the purification had come after NMR 
characterization section, because understanding of the structure of the polymer is crucial in the 
purification step. Also the spectroscopic analysis was done for samples before and after 
purification, but charts of purified sample were used for final Structural characterization in this 
section.  
2.1.1.1. Detailed NMR characterization 
Figure 2.2 shows the respective 1HNMR of block copolymer PHA-b-MPEO5 as a representative 
example. The 1H NMR peak assignments are done in accordance with the literature.104 The four 
protons (13, 14 Fig 2.2) of MPEO appear at ppm 3.6, while the protons of the hydrophobic 
segments of the block copolymer could be assigned as follow, four terminal protons of hexandiol 
moiety (1, 6 Fig 2.2) at ppm 4.06, four internal protons of the hexandiol moiety (3, 4 Fig 2.2) at 
ppm 1.37, four terminal protons of adipate moiety (8, 11 Fig 2.2) at ppm 2.3, eight internal 
protons of both hexandiol moiety and adipate moiety (2,5,9,10 Fig 2.2) at ppm 1.65.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.2. 1HNMR of PHA-b-MPEO5, feed molar ratio 1:1 (Table 2.1, run 3). 
ppm 1.001.502.002.503.003.504.004.50
13,141,6 8,11 3,42,5,9,10
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Figure 2.3. 2D 1H-13C HMQC (Heteronuclear multiple quantum correlation) NMR for PHA-b-
MPEO5 (Table 2.1, run 3). 
For 13C NMR peak assignments, 2D HMQC (hetero nuclear multiple quantum correlation) NMR 
studies were used.  The representative 2D HMQC NMR spectrum is shown in the figure 2.3. The 
peak in 13C NMR spectrum at ppm 70.5 is assigned unambiguously for the two carbons of 
MPEO as they show clear correlation with its protons at ppm 3.6 (zone E Fig 2.3). Similarly the 
peaks at ppm 33.9 and ppm 64.3 are assigned for the terminal carbon atoms of adipate moiety 
and hexandiol moiety respectively (zones D, F Fig 2.3) as they show clear cross peaks with their 
protons at ppm 2.3 and 4.06 respectively. The Peak at ppm 25.6 correlate with the four internal 
protons of hexandiol moiety at ppm 1.37 (zone A Fig 2.3), finally the remaining two peaks at 
ppm 24.4 and 28.5 show correlation with the eight protons at ppm 1.65 (zones B and C Fig 2.3), 
this means these two peaks are corresponding to the four internal carbon atoms carrying eight 
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internal protons of both hexandiol moiety and adipate moiety (2,5,9,10 Fig 2.3).With only 2D 
HMQC, it was not possible to differentiate between these two peaks. For their exact assignment, 
2D HMBC (hetero nuclear multiple bond correlation) NMR studies were used. The 
representative 2D HMBC NMR spectrum is shown in the figure 2.4. The peak at ppm 28.5 in 13C 
NMR showed a very strong correlation at zone B with peaks at ppm 4.06 (four terminal protons 
of hexandiol moiety 1, 6 Fig 2.4), i.e. with its neighbor so that it could be assigned for the 
carbons 2,5 (Fig 2,4), confirming this assignment is the correlation at zone A between carbons 
3,4 (ppm 25.6) and the same 4 protons 1,6. The two carbon peaks at ppm 24.5 showed a very 
strong and clear correlation (C) with four terminal protons of adipate moiety (8, 11 Fig 2.4) at 
ppm 2.3, which confirm the assignment of these two carbon as 9, 10 (Fig 2.4). 
 
 
Figure 2.4. A part of 2D 1H-13C HMBC (Heteronuclear multiple bond correlation) NMR for 
PHA-b-MPEO5, feed molar ratio 1:1 (Table 2.1, run 3). 
ppm
1.502.002.503.003.504.00
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C
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Finally the peak at ppm 173.4 is clearly assigned for the carbonyl groups of the adipate moiety. 
The 13C NMR with correct peak assignments as deduced from HMQC and HMBC are shown in 
figure 2.5. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5. 13CNMR of the Polyhexylene adipate-block-methoxy poly(ethylene oxide), feed 
molar ratio 1:1 (Table 2.1, run 3). 
By the same way, the structure of all block copolyesters were elucidated and represented in 
figure 2.6 
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PHS-b-MPEO5 
PBS-b-MPEO5 
PBA-b-MPEO5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6. 1HNMR of PBS-b-MPEO, PHS-b-MPEO and PBA-b-MPEO (Table 2.1, runs 
13,16,17). 
ppm
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2.1.1.2. Detailed IR characterization 
IR spectroscopy for the same polymers investigated by NMR is also performed. A representative 
example polymer with feed molar ratio 1:1 is chosen. The characteristic bands could be assigned 
as follow; C=O stretching band of the ester group  occurs at 1730 cm-1, CH2 stretching occurs at 
2880 cm-1, 2940 cm-1 (symmetrical and asymmetrical respectively), CH2 bending occurs at 1464 
cm-1 (scissoring,), 730 cm-1 (rocking), 1360-1250, 1110 (twisting-wagging), C-O stretching band 
occurs at 1175 cm-1 as shown in figure 2.7a. An overlay of IR charts of all block copolymers is 
shown in figure 2.7b. No noteworthy difference in the peak assignment of the all polymers.  
 
 
Figure 2.7a. FTIR of PHA-b-MPEO5 (Table 2.1, run 3). 
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Figure 2.7b. an overlay of FTIR of all prepared block copolymers (Table 2.1 runs 3, 8, 13, 16, 
17). 
 
2.1.2. Purification and final molar ratio determination 
Before I go further in studying the structural properties and characterization of these block 
copolymers, purification of the obtained block copolymers should be done correctly, as the 
determination of the final molar ratio is mainly depending upon how pure is the polymer. 
Generally the obtained polymers are precipitated in n-pentane or n-Hexane, the main problem is 
that, the unreacted MPEO has the same behavior, i.e. it is co-precipitated with the block 
copolyester. To find out a solution for this problem, three solvents are chosen to test the 
solubility and precipitate-ability of both the block copolyester and MPEO. These three solvents 
are water, methanol and ethanol; these solvents were chosen depending on the 
hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance. Accordingly and as a representative example, 0.5 g of MPEO 
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 Figure 2.9. 1HNMR overlay of the filtrate residue resulting from dissolving of PHA-b-MPEO5 
molar feed ratio is 1:1(Table 2.1, runs 3) in H2O, Methanol and Ethanol. The intensity of the 
peaks between 1.0 and 3.0 ppm that represent the hydrophobic segments of the block copolymer 
are increased in the order; Ethanol > Methanol > H2O i.e. water has very less amount of polymer 
residue. 
From the data in table 2.1, one can observe that by increasing of the amount of MPEO in the feed 
molar ratio, the deviation of the experimental molar ratio is also increased. This behavior could 
be attributed to the fact that, the viscosity of the reaction medium becomes high as the 
polycondensation reaction proceeds further and consequently the movement of MPEO polymer 
chains becomes difficult and they could not contribute easily in the polycondensation reaction 
via their chain end groups. Conversions are satisfactory with average value of 85 %. It is also 
worth to mention that the experimental molar ratio was calculated from the 1HNMR charts by 
comparing the integral intensity of the four protons of MPEO at ppm 3.60 with the 4 terminal 
protons of diol moiety at ppm 4.06. Figure 2.10 represents the relation between the increases of 
ppm
0.01.02.03.04.05.06.07.08.0
Ethanol filtrate residue
ppm
0.01.02.03.04.05.06.07.08.0
Methanol filtrate residue
ppm
0.01.02.03.04.05.06.07.08.0
Water filtrate residue
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MPEO amount in the polycondensation and the deviation of experimental molar ratio from the 
feed molar ratio, while figure 2.11 show an overlay of both the unpurified and purified sample 
with the integration values of peaks that utilized in calculating the molar ratio. 
Table 2.1. Feed molar ratios, Experimental molar ratio and Conversion of PHA-b-PMPEO. 
Run 
 
Feed molar ratio Experimental molar ratio Yield, Deviation from feed molar ratio,
MPEO:PE MPEO:PE % % 
PHA-b-MPEO5 
1 ¼:1 0.90:4 87 10 
2 ½:1 0.83:2 88 17 
3 1:1 0.81:1 85 19 
4 2:1 1.35:1 83 32.5 
5 4:1 1.90:1 85 52.5 
PHA-b-MPEO2 
6 ¼:1 0.90:4 87 10 
7 ½:1 0.85:2 88 15 
8 1:1 0.80:1 86 20 
9 2:1 1.20:1 85 40 
10 4:1 2.10:1 83 48 
PBS-b-MPEO5 
11 ¼:1 0.90:1 85 10 
12 ½:1 0.90:2 87 10 
13 1:1 0.90:1 85 10 
14 2:1 1.70:1 82 15 
15 4:1 3.08:1 80 23 
PHS-b-MPEO5 
16 1:1 0.87:1 87 13 
PBA-b-MPEO5 
17 1:1 0.88:1 83 12 
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Figure 2.10 MPEO ratios vs. deviation of experimental molar ratio from feed molar ratio. As the 
MPEO contents increases, the deviation from the feed molar ratio increases. 
 
Figure 2.11. 1HNMR overlays of both unpurified and purified samples with focusing on the 
integration values of the peaks used to determine the molar ratio (Table 2.1 runs 3). 
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2.2. Molecular weight determination 
Molecular weights (Mn, Mw) as well as molecular weight distribution (PDI) of the resulting 
copolymers were determined by CHCl3 GPC. The results are shown in table 2.2 
Table 2.2 Molecular weights and polydispersty values as determined by chloroform GPC using 
PMMA as calibration standards and toluene as internal reference. 
Sample Mn Mw PDI MPEO/PE (feed molar ratio) 
PHA-b-MPEO5 
1 18000 36000 2.02 ¼:1 
2 16000 31000 1.90 ½:1 
3 16000 34000 2.20 1:1 
4 15000 28000 1.92 2:1 
5 8300 14000 1.62 4:1 
PHA-b-MPEO2 
6 21000 38000 1.88 ¼:1 
7 14000 29000 2.03 ½:1 
8 14000 30000 2.06 1:1 
9 8000 16000 1.90 2:1 
10 11000 17000 1.57 4:1 
PBS-b-MPEO5 
11 18000 39000 2.16 ¼:1 
12 20000 44000 2.13 ½:1 
13 18000 47000 2.58 1:1 
14 16000 27000 1.75 2:1 
15 14000 25000 1.79 4:1 
PHS-b-MPEO5 
16 12000 26000 2.16 1:1 
PBA-b-MPEO5 
17 8000 16000 1.99 1:1 
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For PHA-b-MPEO5, moderate molecular weight was obtained for most of the polymers, ranging 
from 15000 to 18000 g/mol (runs 1-4, Table 2.2). For the block copolyester that contains more 
MPEO segments, (run 5, Table2.2) the obtained molecular weight is somewhat lower, this low 
value may be because in presence of higher amount of MPEO in the reaction medium, MPEO 
has bigger chance to react with the growing PHA chains at earlier stage, i.e. before PHA forms 
longer chains, resulting in a fixed MPEO chain length and lower PAH chain length and the 
overall molecular weight is reduced. The same behavior could be clearly observed for the 
remaining block copolyester PHA-b-MPEO2, PBS-b-MPEO5. All the obtained block 
copolyesters have mono-modal GPC curves as shown in figure 2.12, with slight shift of the 
polymers containing larger amount of MPEO to higher elution volume, i.e. lower molecular 
weight region. 
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Figure 2.12 GPC Elugrams of the whole type of Block copolymers give uni-modal curves. 
Increasing of MPEO is from down to up with slight shift to lower molecular weight region. 
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2.3. Thermal analysis 
 
2.3.1. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) 
The thermal properties of the prepared block copolymers were investigated by TGA and DSC. 
At first the thermal stability of polyesters was studied using thermo gravimetric analyzer. 
Thermogravimetric curves are shown in Figure 2.13. Analytical data of homopolymers 
polybutylene succinate (PBS) and polyhexylene adipate (PHA) are also represented, where they 
will be useful to compare their properties with those of the block copolymers.  One-step 
degradation is observed in all curves. Also the initial decomposition temperature (0 % 
decomposition) is ranging from 320 to 350 oC, indicating high thermal stability of the whole 
block copolymer categories. Temperatures at 0 % and 5 % decomposition are listed in table 2.3. 
Slight decrease in the decomposition temperature (T0%) for adipate based polymers by increasing 
the MPEO ratio (runs 1-10) while it is mostly unchanged in case of succinate based polymers. 
De-polymerization of linear aliphatic polyester gives at lower temperatures cyclic and linear 
esters or lactones, while at higher temperatures, the formed esters decomposes further to give 
vinyl and carboxyl groups by ester scission and by cyclic elimination mechanism.105,106 Plage et. 
al. reported that the chain length of the diol subunits of polyesters play the main role in the 
thermal decomposition of polyesters, while the impact of the dicarboxylic acid one is less 
important.107 They studied the decomposed fragments of several aliphatic polyesters by means of 
pyrolysis-field ionization mass spectroscopy in order to investigate the degradation mechanisms. 
In polyester containing succinate and adipate subunits, it was found that the main degradation 
products were propionaldehyde and cyclic succinic anhydride in the case of succinate subunits, 
while in case of adipate subunits butyrodiketene, cyclopentanone and a cyclic anhydride of stable 
seven-membered ring were recognized.107 
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Table 2.3 Thermal decomposition temperature at 0 and %5 decomposition of the prepared block 
copolymers as well as the homopolymers. 
PE/MPEO, feed ratio T0% ,oC T5% ,oC 
PHA-b-MPEO5 
¼:1 346 369 
½:1 319 372 
1:1 326 372 
2:1 324 358 
4:1 320 377 
PHA-b-MPEO2 
¼:1 355 377 
½:1 340 374 
1:1 319 368 
2:1 319 370 
4:1 320 365 
PBS-b-MPEO5 
¼:1 326 367 
½:1 338 363 
1:1 335 354 
2:1 335 354 
4:1 327 368 
PHS-b-MPEO5 
1:1 320 361 
PBA-b-MPEO5 
1:1 318 362 
Homopolymers 
PHA 322 362 
PBS 333 364 
MPEO2 344 380 
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Figure 2.13. TGA thermograms of the prepared block copolymers as well as the homopolymers. 
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Figure 2.13. continued 
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2.3.2. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
DSC measurement conditions were varied depending on the type of the polymers. For PHA-b-
MPEO5/2 i.e. adipate based polymers the endothermic/exothermic cycles were as follow, the 
samples were heated in the first heating cycle from –100 oC to 100 oC at a heating rate 20 
oC/min. The samples were cooled again to –100 oC with cooling rate -20 oC/min and again 
heated in the second heating cycle till 100 oC. In case of remaining polymers the heating cycles 
were as follow; the first heating cycle from –150 oC to 150 oC at a heating rate 20 oC/min. The 
samples were cooled again to –150 oC with a cooling rate -20 oC/min and again heated in the 
second heating cycle till 150 oC. The glass transition temperatures (Tg), melting points (Tm), 
cold crystallization temperatures (Tcc) and heat of fusion (ΔH) were taken from the second 
heating/cooling cycle as listed in table 2.4. To investigate the behavior of all our polymers in 
DSC measurements, cooling / heating curves of the homopolymers as well as MPEO were also 
measured and shown in figure 2.14 with labeled peaks of Tg, Tm and Tcc. Figure 2.14 shows the 
DSC heating and cooling curves of methoxy poly(ethylene oxide) (MPEO2), the homopolymers 
polyhexylene adipate (PHA) and polybutylene succinate (PBS) at a rate of 20 oC/min. In the 
heating cycle for all polymers an endothermic peak that represents Tm are observed at 56, 60, 
and 116 °C for MPEO, PHA and PBS respectively, in addition an exothermic peak (Texo) at 94 
°C could be observed for PBS exactly as observed by Miyata et.al.108 He rationalized the extra 
exothermic behavior of PBS during the heating cycle to the recrystallization of the polymer 
during heating as evidenced by x-ray analysis at different temperatures.108  Tg could be obtained 
only for the semi-crystalline polymers PHA and PBS at -60 and -37 °C respectively, while for 
PEO it was not possible to detect any Tg, as PEO is mostly crystalline polymer (70-80 %)109, 
however it was detected at -57 oC in the literature.110  In the 2nd cooling cycle from 150 to -150 
oC, crystallization exothermic peaks (Tcc) of all polymers MPEO, PHA and PBS could be 
observed at 33, 36 and 67 oC respectively. Based on these findings, the block copolymers PHA-
b-MPEO and PBS-b-MPEO and the mixture therefrom PBA-b-MPEO and PHS-b-MPEO could 
be studied. 
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Figure 2.14. DSC Thermograms of MPEO2 and homopolyesters PHA and PBS. 
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Table 2.4. Thermal Characteristic data of the prepared block copolymers and homopolymers as 
extracted from DSC measurements. 
MPEO/PE MPEO segment PE segment 
feed ratio Tg 
oC 
Tm 
oC 
Tcc 
oC 
Δ Hm 
J/g 
Tg 
oC 
Tm 
oC 
Tcc 
oC 
Δ Hm 
J/g 
PHA-b-MPEO5 
¼:1 --- 40 --- --- -56 59 37 63 
½:1 --- 42 -8 --- -58 58 38 65 
1:1 --- 42 -6 --- -58 57 38 57 
2:1 --- 32 17 --- -58 55 37 65 
4:1 --- 32 16 --- -56 54 35 63 
PHA-b-MPEO2 
¼:1 --- 34 -16 --- -60 58 38 67 
½:1 --- 34 -16 --- -60 59 37 60 
1:1 --- 34 -10 --- -59 57 37 62 
2:1 --- 21 -14 --- -60 51 32 60 
4:1 --- 41 17 --- -53 51 33 61 
PBS-b-MPEO5 
¼:1 --- --- --- --- -37 115 67 65 
½:1 --- 35 --- --- -40 113 66 72 
1:1 --- 29 --- 4.5 -44 112 64 64 
2:1 --- 45 21 47 -44 112 66 64 
4:1 --- 57 30 76 -40 113 56 51 
PHS-b-MPEO5 
1:1 --- 45 -5 --- -49 51 14 60 
PBA-b-MPEO 
1:1 --- 45 --- --- -59 55 23 54 
Homopolymers 
PHA --- --- --- --- -60 58 35 75 
PBS --- --- --- --- -37 116 67 89 
MPEO2 --- 54 33 140 --- --- --- --- 
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To analyze the data in table 2.4, step by step we first discuss the individual category of each 
polymer, and then we will correlate the results with each other if there is a correlation. Also both 
segments of the block copolymers are investigated. The adipate based block copolymers are 
discussed first. it is clearly observed from the data in table 2.4 that for the hard hydrophobic 
segments i.e. PHA segments Tg, Tcc and heat of fusion (Δ Hm) are in the same range and no 
observable  effect of the chain length (Mn ) and MPEO % on the Tg. But a reduction in melting 
point Tm (from 59 to 54 in case of MPEO5, runs 1-5 and from 59 to 51 in case of MPEO2, runs 
6 to10) was observed as the amount of MPEO was increased. This reduction in melting point 
may be because the MPEO homopolymer itself has lower melting than PHA; therefore it lowers 
the overall melting point of the block copolymer when it exists in larger amounts. Also if we 
recall the Mn values, where polymers containing more MPEO have lower value, then we can 
explain the reduction in melting points. For MPEO segments, Tm is barely calculated from the 
observed shoulder in the DSC curves as shown in figure 2.15. The values of Tm of MPEO 
segments are at stake and should be taken with caution because a) they were calculated from 
broad melting peaks b) they interfere with the melting peaks of PHA. In block copolymers with 
fewer amounts of MPEO and due to the comparable values of Tm of both MPEO and PHA, a 
merging of the two peaks could be possible during the heating cycle (Fig 2.15). Tg values as 
aforementioned for homopolymer MPEO were not detected but it was reported in the literature at 
-57 oC 110 nearly as those of PHA and also could interfere with those of PHA segments as also 
shown by Ferrutti et al and many others.71,109,111,112  Figure 2.16 shows the DSC thermograms of 
both heating and cooling cycles of PHA-b-MPEO5/2 for the molar ratio 4:1 1:1 and 1:4 
MPEO/PHA, where the distinction of the two segments is clearer in polymers containing more 
MPEO and Tcc of both segments could be observed without leisurely. The presence of  two 
melting points indicate a kind of phase separation between the two segments, however a merging 
of the two melting is greatly enhanced because both segment have comparable melting points 
(MPEO 50-54 oC, PHA 55-60 oC). Anyhow the presence of two melting points confirms the 
formation of diblock copolymer as the dominant component of our polymer. 
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Figure 2.15. DSC curves of adipate based block copolymers 
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Figure 2.16. DSC overlays of Heating and cooling cycles of adipate based block Copolymers 
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The same behavior could be observed in the succinate based system, the thermograms are shown 
in figure 2.17. Tm of succinate moiety is ranging from 112-116 oC, while those of MPEO 
segments are in the range from 30-57 oC. These disparate melting values make the phase 
separation distinct and could be observed easily in both heating and cooling cycles. It is worth to 
mention also that the Texo that observed in the homopolymers PBS is always associated with the 
endotherm of all succinate based polymers. For the block copolymers PBA-b-MPEO5 and PHS-
b-MPEO5, the DSC thermogram is shown in figure 2.18. The melting points at around 55 oC is 
split into two peaks that represents the two segments, however the splitting is more distinct in 
case of PHS-b-MPEO5. 
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Figure 2.17. DSC curves and overlays of Heating and cooling cycles of succinate based block 
Copolymers 
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Figure 2.18. DSC curves of Heating and cooling cycles of PHS and PBA based block 
Copolymers 
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2.4. Wide Angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) 
The WAXD patterns were recorded in order to investigate the crystallinity of block copolymers. 
The sequence of studying the WADX analysis will be the same as that of DSC analysis.  Figure 
2.19 represents the X- ray of MPEO2 and homopolymers PHA and PBS. Many literatures have 
characterized the MPEO by XRD. 110,113 The characteristic peaks of MPEO occur at 2θ: 13.69, 
15.1, 19.68, 23.81, 27.42 and 36.60°. Among these peaks, the most intensive three peaks are of 
2θ:  19.68, 23.81, 27.42°   as also shown by many references.99,113  For homopolymer PHA, the 
characteristic peaks occur at 2θ: 21.60, 24.47, and 30.36°, while for PBS the characteristic peaks 
occur at 2θ: 19.87, 22.84, and 29.08°. For PHA-b-MPEO2/5, PBS-b-MPEO5, PBA-b-MPEO5 
and PHS-b-MPEO5, I see it is useful to exhibit the whole range of the WAXD patterns as 
represented in figures 2.20-2.23, then some zooming is also presented in specific range of 2θ 
(15-30°) which contains the most crucial peaks that have been affected by changing the 
molecular structures of the block copolymers.  
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Figure 2.19. X-ray diffraction patterns of PEO and homopolymers PHA and PBS. 
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Figure 2.20. X-ray diffraction patterns of PHA-b-MPEO. Top (5000 Da) bottom (2000 Da). 
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Figure 2.21. X-ray diffraction patterns of PBS-b-MPEO5. 
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Figure 2.22. X-ray diffraction patterns of PBA-b-MPEO5 and PHS-b-MPEO5. 
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To take closer look to the WAXD patterns of the copolymers, a narrow range of these patterns is 
presented in figures 2.23-2.26. For example, the WXRD patterns of the block copolymers PHA-
b-MPEO of both MPEO5 and MPEO2 are shown in figures 2.23 and 2.24. It is clearly observed 
that, by increasing the amount of PHA segments in the block copolymers, the main MPEO 
diffraction peaks exhibited differences in shape and position in which the intensity of the 
characteristic peaks at 2θ: 19.68 and 23.81o were decreased or even diminished at the least 
amount of MPEO in the block copolymers. 
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Figure 2.23. Part of X-ray diffraction patterns overlay of PHA-b-MPEO5. 
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Figure 2.24 Part of X-ray diffraction patterns overlay of PHA-b-MPEO2. 
 
The eye can observe easily a very little shift of the peaks of MPEO in the block copolymers to 
the left side of the pattern compared with the neat MPEO, i.e. to less 2θ values which reflect a 
change in the crystalline structure of the MPEO in these materials. The same behavior of PEO 
was observed by Silva et.al, he studied the crystal structure of a blend of Poly (ethylene oxide) 
and poly[bis[2-(20-methoxyethoxy) ethoxy] phosphazene], PEO/MEEP, the change in the 
crystalline structure was interpreted to the influence of MEEP side chains on the formation of a 
new crystalline arrangement in the blends.110 By recalling the Tcc in table 2.7 ( runs 1-10) values 
of the block copolymers segments, it is possible to correlate the less crystallinity of the whole 
polymers with  decreasing the amount of MPEO by the absences of Tcc of MPEO as was shown 
in figure 2.16. 
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Figure 2.25 Part of X-ray diffraction patterns overlay of PBS-b-MPEO5 
 
In case of PBS-b-MPEO5, the main two peaks of both segments occur at 2θ: 23.81 and 22.84o 
for MPEO and PBS respectively, this reflects some difficulties to differentiate between them. 
Also the two peaks at 2θ: 19.68 and 19.87 o appears as one broad peak for three samples of the 
five as shown in figure 2.25, but bimodal peak or splitting of this broad peak could be observed 
in the copolymer that contains larger amounts of MPEO (4:1 and 2:1 MPEO/PBS). The intensity 
of MPEO peak at 2θ 27.42 o and that of PBS peak at 2θ:29.08o also follow the same sequence 
and related to the amount of the two segments of the block copolymers. It is worth to mention 
that, the PBS-b-MPO copolymers that comprising less amount of MPEO have no Tcc of MPEO 
in the cooling cycle in the DSC curves as shown in figure 2.17 and Table 2.4 (runs 11-15) 
exactly as the case in PHA-b-MPEO block copolymers. 
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Figure 2.26 Part of X-ray diffraction patterns overlay of PBA-b-MPEO5 and PHS-b-MPEO5 
 
For PHS-b-MPEO x-ray pattern, the main peaks occur at 2θ: 19.4, 21.62, 23.66 and 24.57o, 
while those of PBA-b-MPEO occur at 2θ: 13.84, 17.84, 19.29, 21.84, 22.56, 24.16 and 29.40o. 
Let us first take PHS-b-MPEO; the x-ray pattern is almost like that of the neat PHA, where the 
main peaks of both occur at 2θ: 21.62 and 24.6o. Two small peaks that occur at 2θ:19.4 and 
23.66 at nearly the same position of those of MPEO and PBS. These means all segments of the 
block copolymers (MPEO, Hexylene/succinates) can contribute in the final shape of the crystal 
structure. However by recalling the DSC melting curve of PHS-b-MPEO5 (Fig 2.18) which 
shows sharp two melting peaks that represents the two segments of the block copolymers MPEO 
and PHS, this means the controversial peaks in the x-ray pattern is mainly due to the crystalline 
segments MPEO. For PBA-b-MPEO5, it seems that this block copolymer has unique crystal 
structure. The characteristic peaks that occur at 2θ: 13.84, 19.29 o are similar to those of MPEO 
at the same position. Peaks at 2θ: 21.84 and 24.16 o are similar to those of PHA homopolymers, 
peaks at 2θ: 22.56 and 29.40 o are similar to those of PBS homopolymers. Finally a unique peak 
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2.5. Mechanical properties 
The stress–strain properties of the block copolymers are shown in table 2.15 and figures 2.28. 
According to the obtained results, it is observed that by increasing the ratio of MPEO in the 
polymers, tensile strength and elongation are decreased, as for example in PHA-MPEO5. The 
whole block copolymers might be classified into three categories, 1st category is those samples 
containing less amount of MPEO (runs 1-2, 6-7, 11-12), where they have the best mechanical 
properties if compared with the remaining polymers, tensile strength(σb) is ranging from 1.6  
MPa (run 6)  to 1.0 MPa ( run 12). Elongation (dLb) values are ranging from 4 % (runs 2, 6) to 
2.0 % (run 7). This values are markedly decreased when the MPEO ratio is increased to 1:1 (runs 
3, 8, 13, 16, 17), which represents the 2nd category. Finally the 3rd category is those samples 
containing MPEO more than the PE moieties in the block copolymers (runs 4, 5, 9, 10, 14, 15). 
This latter category has very poor mechanical properties and the formed films are very brittle and 
could not be measured. These results could be attributed to the microphase separation caused by 
segments segregation that takes place in presence of sufficient amount of MPEO as discussed in 
the last section. 
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Table 2.5 Stress-Strain properties of the prepared block copolymers. 
Run  Sample σm 
 MPa 
σb 
MPa  
dLb 
% 
E modulus 
MPa 
PHA-b-MPEO5 
1 ¼:1 7.9 1.4 3.7 0.26 
2 ½:1 6.0 1.2 4.0 0.22 
3 1:1 3.7 0.73 2.3 0.18 
4 2:1 1.2 0.24 1.0 0.25 
5 4:1 Very brittle 
PHA-b-MPEO2 
6 ¼:1 8.1 1.63 4.0 0.25 
7 ½:1 5.1 1.2 2.0 0.32 
8 1:1 3.6 0.80 2.3 0.19 
9 2:1 1.6 0.3 1.2 0.13 
1017.03YA5 4:1 Very brittle 
PBS-b-MPEO5 
11 ¼:1 5.5 1.2 2.6 0.24 
12 ½:1 5.3 1.0 2.3 0.26 
13 1:1 2.2 0.5 1.4 0.22 
14 2:1 Very brittle 
15 4:1 Very brittle 
PHS-b-MPEO5 
16 1:1 3.4 0.7 2.0 0.38 
PBA-b-MPEO5 
17 1:1 3.0 0.7 1.4 0.27 
σm , σb (Stress maximum and at break),  dLb Strain at break 
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Figure 2.28a. Stress-strain curves of Block copolymer samples (runs 1, 6, 11 table 2.5) 
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Figure 2.28b. Stress-strain curves of Block copolymer samples (runs 3, 13, 17 table 2.5) 
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2.6. Solubility in different solvents 
Solubility of the block copolymers in polar solvents are achieved by preparing 1 % of polymer 
solution in different solvents. Results are shown in table 2. Chloroform, dichloromethane, THF; ethyl 
acetate and DMF are good solvents for most of block copolymers. In water and alcohols, the 
solubility is disparate, the entire polymers are sparingly soluble and the solubility is dependent on the 
hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance. The polymers are completely insoluble in non-polar solvents 
Table 2. 6 Solubility of the prepared block copolymers in different solvents 
run MPEO/PE H2O MeOH EtOH Isopropanol DMSO Acetone CHCl3 CH2Cl2 THF Ethyl 
acetate 
DMF 
PHA-b-MPEO5 
1 ¼:1 S-- S-- S-- S-- S- S- S S S S S 
2 ½:1 S-- S-- S-- S-- S- S S S S S S 
3 1:1 N N N N N S S S S S S 
4 2:1 N N N N N S-- S S S S S 
5 4:1 N N N N N S-- S S S S S 
PHA-b-MPEO5 
1 ¼:1 S-- S-- S-- S-- S- S- S S S S S 
2 ½:1 S-- S-- S-- S-- S- S- S S S S S 
3 1:1 N N N N N S- S S S S S 
4 2:1 N N N N N S-- S S S S S 
5 4:1 N N N N N S-- S S S S S 
PBS-b-MPEO5 
1 ¼:1 S-- S-- S-- S-- S- S- S- S- S S S-- 
2 ½:1 S-- S-- S-- S-- S- S- S- S- S S S-- 
3 1:1 N N N N N S- S- S- S S S-- 
4 2:1 N N N N N S-- S- S- S S S-- 
5 4:1 N N N N N S-- S- S- S S S-- 
PHS-b-MPEO5 
 1:1 S-- S-- S- S-- S- S S S S S S- 
PBA-b-MPEO5 
 1:1 S-- S-- S- S-- S- S S S S S S- 
S: soluble, N: non-soluble, S: sparingly soluble, S--: very less solubility 
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2.7. Conclusion 
1- Full characterization of the prepared block copolymers has been achieved using 1 and 2D 
NMR, IR, TGA, DSC, X-ray and mechanical testing. 
2- Moderate molecular weights are obtained and the polymers containing more hydrophobic 
segments have higher molecular weights. 
3- Micropahse separation, a well-known phenomenon that occurs in amphiphilic block 
copolymers is used to interpret the melting behavior, crystal structure and mechanical 
properties of the prepared polymers. 
4- Microphase separation could be observed clearly, when the MPEO amount in the block 
copolymer is high enough, so that chemical incompatibility is high and segregation 
between both hydrophilic and hydrophobic take place leading to the separation between 
two segments. 
5- The prepared polymers are insoluble in non-polar solvents, while in polar solvent, the 
solubility is disparate, depending on type of the PE and the hydrophilic/ hydrophobic 
ratio 
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Chapter 3 
Hydro and Biodegradation of the prepared block copolymers 
 
3.1. Hydrolytic degradation 
The hydrolytic degradation of the prepared block copolymers were done by dissolving 0.2 g of 
the polymer sample in 12 mL of 5 % KOH aqueous solution and left to stir for 24 at room 
temperature. After that the solution was neutralized by addition of equivalent concentration of 
HCl. The neutralized samples were stirred with equivalent amount of CHCl3 to extract the 
polymer. The CHCl3 phase was separated from the aqueous phase by separating funnel and 
subjected to rotary to evaporate the chloroform. The collected samples were dried in vacuum 
oven at 40 oC for 72 h. The samples were then analyzed by NMR and GPC. Results are shown in 
Tables 3.1 and Figure 3.1and 3.2. The degree of degradation was calculated from the 1HNMR 
charts by comparing the integral intensity of the four protons of MPEO at ppm 3.60 with the 
protons of the hydrophobic segment at ppm 4.06 that represent the terminal diol protons in the 
different hydrophobic segments (i.e. PHA, PBS, PBA and PHS). For example, I found the 
integration of the adipate 4 protons peak at 4.06 was decreased from 3.9 of the virgin sample to 
1.1 of the hydrolyzed one (Table 3.1 run 3). This means that the amount of the remaining adipate 
segment is about 28 % ((1.1/3.9)*100) and thus the degree of degradation is 100-28 = 72 %. By 
the same way all degradation % was calculated as shown from 1HNMR overlay of PHA-b-
MPEO5 ratio 1:1 and PHA-b-MPEO2 ratio 1:1 as representative examples in figure 3.1. All 
block copolymers are hydrolyzed under the alkaline conditions with higher % of degradation. 
Slight increase in the degradation % is observed with copolymers having higher hydrophobic 
segments. Molecular weight is drastically decreased to few hundreds, but the numerical values 
should be taken with caution as the GPC elugrams of the hydrolyzed samples are multi-modal 
due to the action of hydrolysis and presence of a lot of oligomeric short chains as also indicated 
by the drastic increase in polydispersities. But the important issue is that these elugrams occur at 
higher elution volume region i.e. the lower molecular weight region as shown in figures 3.2.  
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Table 3.1. Weight losses, molecular weights of the hydrolyzed block copolyesters in comparison 
with the virgin values and the degradation % of the hydrolyzed polyesters calculated from 
1HNMR after 24 h degradation time. 
Run MPEO/PE Virgin sample Hydrolyzed sample Weight loss,  degradation  
  Mn PDI Mn PDI % % 
PHA-b-MPEO5  
1 ¼:1 18000 2.02 1100 8.29 78 88 
2 ½:1 16000 1.90 870 3.04 78 76 
3 1:1 16000 2.20 790 4.40 77 75 
4 2:1 15000 1.92 1040 3.98 78 72 
5 4:1 8300 1.62 2330 2.76 76 71 
PHA-b-MPEO2  
6 ¼:1 21000 1.88 690 5.26 78 78 
7 ½:1 14000 2.03 920 2.11 79 85 
8 1:1 14000 2.06 870 3.04 73 82 
9 2:1 8000 1.90 850 2.50 76 75 
10 4:1 11000 1.57 690 1050 78 72 
PBS-b-MPEO5  
11 ¼:1 18000 2.16 2500 2.77 90 83 
12 ½:1 20000 2.14 3700 2.53 86 81 
13 1:1 18000 2.58 1400 2.19 80 81 
14 2:1 16000 2.14 1800 2.44 67 78 
15 4:1 14000 2.04 3500 2.11 69 75 
PHS-b-MPEO5 
16 1:1.0 12000 2.16 2200 2.36 67 80 
PBA-b-MPEO5 
17 1:1.0 9000 1.99 1800 2.68 70 78 
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Figure 3.1. 1HNMR overlays of both hydrolyzed and virgin PHA-b-MPEO (5000, 2000 1:1, 
Table 3.1 runs 1, 8) illustrating the integrals that used to calculate degradation %. 
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Figure 3.2 GPC overlays of both hydrolyzed and virgin PHA-b-MPEO5 (Table 3.1 runs 2-4)  
As represented in figures 3.2 and 3.3 the hydrolyzed samples were eluted at higher volume with 
multi-peaks elugram that consisting of a fixed sharp peak at elution volume about 29 mL for 
PHA-b-MPEO5 (i.e. MPEO of 5000 Da) and 31 mL for PHA-b-MPEO2 (i.e. MPEO of 2000 
Da). These sharp peaks represent the hydrolyzed MPEO from the block copolyester as confirmed 
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by the GPC elugrams of virgin MPEO5 and MPEO2, where they have nearly the same elution 
volume as of the aforementioned two sharp peaks. 
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Figure 3.2 continued GPC overlays of both MPEO5 and MPEO2. They eluted at the same 
volume as the sharp peaks of the degraded polymers.  
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Figure 3.3. GPC overlays of both hydrolyzed and virgin PHA-b-MPEO2 (Table 3.1 runs 7-9)  
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Figure 3.3 continued GPC overlays of both MPEO5 and MPEO2. They eluted at the same 
volume as the sharp peaks of the degraded polymers.  
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The kinetics of the hydrolytic degradation of the prepared block copolyesters were done for the 
samples PHA-b-MPEO5 with feed molar ratio 1/1 and PHA-b-MPEO2 feed molar ratio 1:1 as 
representative examples (Table 3.1, runs 3 and 8) using 5 and 10 % KOH aqueous solution for 
PHA-b-MPEO2 and PHA-b-MPEO5 respectively to see the effect of the hydrolytic solution on 
the degradation process as both samples have the same chemical structure and comparable 
molecular weight. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the degradation % vs. time and the weight loss vs. 
time respectively. As expected both degradation % as well as weight loss are increased as the 
degradation time increases, where after 24 h the degradation % was about 45 and 55 % for PHA-
b-MPEO2 and PHA-b-MPEO5 respectively, while the weight loss was about 40 and 55 % after 
18 h. Higher rate of degradation for PHA-b-MPEO5 was observed due to the usage of higher 
concentration of KOH solution (10%). 
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Figure 3.4. Degradation % vs. Time in the hydrolytic degradation of PHA-b-MPEO2 (molar ratio 
1:1, 5% KOH solution) and PHA-b-MPEO5 (molar ratio 1:1, 10% KOH solution). 
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Figure 3.5. Weight loss % vs. Time in the hydrolytic degradation of PHA-b-MPEO2 (molar ratio 
1:1, 5% KOH solution) and PHA-b-MPEO5 (molar ratio 1:1, 10% KOH solution) 
The Molecular weights (Mn and Mw) were also decreased drastically with increasing 
degradation time. After only 1h the Mn of both polymers PHA-b-MPEO2 and PHA-b-MPEO5 
was decreased by about 60 and 75 % respectively. No more loss in molecular weights was 
observed after 4 h in case of using 10 % KOH. Also the higher concentration of KOH plays a 
significant role for faster degradation time. Figure 3.6 shows the decrease of molecular weight 
with degradation time. 
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Table 3.2. Molecular weights of the degraded samples at different time of hydrolysis. 
Degradation 
 Time,  h 
PHA-b-MPEO2 
5% KOH 
PHA-b-MPEO5 
10% KOH 
 Mn Mw Mp PDI Mn Mw Mp PDI 
0 14400 30000 31000 2.06 16000 36000 34000 2.20 
1 5900 17000 1700 2.85 4900 12500 10000 3.04 
2 4194 11300 1100 2.69 3600 12000 10000 3.38 
3 2800 9000 3600 3.32 2200 5900 10000 2.63 
4 3000 8000 3600 2.59 1900 5000 10000 2.85 
5 2900 7600 3500 2.59 1900 5000 10000 2.78 
6 2700 6900 3400 2.51 1900 5000 10000 2.76 
8 2100 5800 3400 2.69 1900 5000 10600 2.67 
10 2100 5100 3000 2.33 1800 4900 10000 2.74 
14 1900 5500 3000 2.83 1700 4900 10000 2.91 
16 1800 5000 3400 2.68 1600 4800 10000 3.07 
18 1800 4900 3200 2.68 2200 5000 10000 2.36 
20 1600 3500 2900 2.16 1900 5000 10000 2.86 
24 1700 3500 2700 2.08 1900 5000 10000 2.76 
 
Numerical values of Mp are not very accurate because of the multi-modal elugrams of the 
degraded polymers especially for PHA-b-MPO5, while in PHA-b-MPEO2 bi-modal elugrams 
were obtained. All the elugrams are shifted to the low molecular weight region with splitting of 
the original peaks into MPEO peak and other shorter oligomer chains that appear at higher 
elution volume as shown in figure 3.7 and 3.8 for PAH-b-MPEO5 and PHA-b-MPEO2 
respectively. It is only 30 minutes and a shoulder in the GPC elugram of PHA-MPEO5 could be 
observed, while a clear shoulder is observed after 1 hour in PHA-b-MPEO2. 
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Figure 3.6. Molecular weights (Mn and Mw) % vs. Time in the hydrolytic degradation of PHA-
b-MPEO2 (molar ratio 1:1, 5% KOH solution) and PHA-b-MPEO5 (molar ratio 1:1, 10% KOH 
solution)  
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Figure 3.7 GPC Elugram of degraded PHA-b-MPEO5 with feed molar ratio 1:1 at different time 
(Table 3.1 run 3). 
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Figure 3.8. GPC Elugram of degraded PHA-b-MPEO2 at different time (Table 3.1 run 8). 
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3.2. Enzyme-catalyzed degradation 
Degradation of the block copolymer in presence of lipase enzyme was achieved in phosphate 
buffer solution (pH 7). At first slabs from the polymers were cut from polymers films that made 
by hot press method. These slabs were immersed in the buffer solution containing the enzyme to 
give a final concentration of 18.5 mg enzyme / mL and 16 mg polymer / mL. In all experiments a 
blank sample was always accompanied. Sodium azide of concentration 18.5 mg/mL was also 
added to prevent fermentation/bacterial growth of the enzyme solution. Samples with 1:1 molar 
ratio were tested. In this process, another term is always used in such cases of enzyme catalyzed 
degradation and coined as erosion. Before I exhibit my data, the degradation and erosion 
processes are briefly discussed. 
It is well established that, the degradable polymers are subjected to eroding upon degradation; 
therefore erosion and degradation are the critical parameters of such materials.118 Two types of 
erosion are already established, namely, surface (or heterogeneous) and bulk (or homogeneous) 
eroding materials,119 as sketched in figure 3.9. In surface erosion, polymers lose material from 
the surface only. They get smaller but keep their original geometric shape. In case of bulk 
eroding polymers, penetration of the bulk of the polymer by the enzymatic solution is the main 
degradation way.120  Another important difference between the two mechanisms is that in case of 
surface erosion, molecular weight is remained constant during the erosion process. Polymer 
erosion is more complex than degradation, because it depends on many other processes, such as 
degradation, swelling, the dissolution and diffusion of oligomers and monomers, and 
morphological changes. The knowledge of the erosion mechanism is, therefore, important for the 
successful application of a degradable polymer. In tissue engineering for example, surface 
properties or porosity determine the performance of implantable scaffolds.121 In drug delivery, 
swelling and porosity are critical to the release behavior of drugs”. As with degradation, many 
different indicators of erosion have been proposed, such as molecular weight loss, sample weight 
loss and changing geometry. These latter three parameters were used to evaluate the 
biodegradation of the polymers under investigation as represented in table 3.3 and figures 3.9-
3.18 
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Figure 3.9 Schematic diagram illustrating surface erosion and bulk erosion in a polymer 
matrix.118 
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Table 3.3 Molecular weights of the block copolymers after enzyme-catalyzed degradation at 
different times 
time 
days 
PHA-b-MPEO5 
 
PHA-b-MPEO2
 
PBS-b-MPEO5 
 
PBA-b-MPEO5 
 
PHS-b-MPEO5 
 
 Molecular weight (Mn) g / mol 
0 16000 14400 18000 9000 12000 
1 15000 14000 16000 2300 11000 
2 15000 14500 16000 2400 10000 
3 15000 14000 15000 2600 3000 
4 15000 15000 16000 4100 4000 
5 15000 14000 15000 --- --- 
8 14000 16000 17000 -- --- 
9 15000 15000 15000 --- -- 
10 14000 13000 15000 -- -- 
11 --- --- 15000 -- --- 
12 --- --- 15000 -- --- 
 
Molecular weights of the polymers PHA-b-MPEO5, PHA-b-MPEO2 (1:1 molar feed ratio) 
remain mostly constant during the degradation process until about 10 days. After that, 
disintegration of the polymers in the enzymatic solution took place as indicated from the GPC 
elugrams in figures 3.10 where the intensity of the RI detector are clearly decreased keeping in 
mind the concentrations of the measured samples is about 1mg/mL. In case of PBS-b- MPEO5 
polymer consistency is still present in absence of reduction in molecular weights (Fig 3.11). In 
contrast to the previous polymers, PBA-b- MPEO5 and PHS-b- MPEO5 are fast disintegrated in 
a short period of erosion time with an observable reduction in molecular weights as shown in 
figures 3.12 and 3.13. A comparison of the molecular weights of the all kind of block 
copolymers polymers vs. time are plotted and represented in figure 3.14, where Mn was plotted 
vs. time of enzyme degradation. 
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Figure 3.10 GPC elugrams of PHA-b-MPEO5 and PHA-b-MPEO5 vs. time of enzyme-catalyzed 
degradation. 
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Figure 3.11 GPC elugrams of PBS-b-MPEO5 vs. time of enzyme-catalyzed degradation.
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Figure 3.12 GPC elugrams of PBA-b-MPEO5 vs. time of enzyme-catalyzed degradation. 
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Figure 3.13 GPC elugrams of PHS-b-MPEO5 vs. time of enzyme-catalyzed degradation. 
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Figure 3.14 Molecular weights (Mn) vs. enzyme-catalyzed degradation time. 
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Figure 3.15 Weight losses vs. degradation time in presence (Top) and in absence (bottom) of 
enzyme. 
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Loss in weight with erosion time is shown in figure 3.15. For PHA-b-MPEO family; they have 
nearly the same behavior, where about 95 % of weight loss is reached in 12 days. PBS-b-MPEO5 
block copolymer has very weak rate of hydrolysis, where after 12 days in the enzymatic 
hydrolytic solution, only about 20% weight loss is observed. By combining these results with the 
values of molecular weights we can conclude that for PBS based polymers, lipase cannot play 
the role of hero to catalyze the degradation of PBS-b-MPEO5 under the aforementioned 
degradation conditions (pH 7, 37 oC). According to the literature, PBS homopolymers could be 
degraded using (Lipase from pseudomonas cepacia) in slightly acidic buffer and higher 
temperature (pH 6, 50 oC), this only achieved using PBS films, however in case of using PBS 
fibers, it undergoes little enzymatic hydrolysis under the same conditions, where the molecular 
orientation of the polymer is crucial to determine the degradation mechanism as reported by 
Kimura et.al123 and many others.124,125 In our case we were interested to use a degradation 
conditions close to the physiological conditions inside the human body.  This enzyme could play 
an essential role in the degradation of both PBA-b-MPEO5 and PHS-b-MPEO5. Only 4 days is 
required to degenerate 80 % of the PHS-b-MPEO5 and PBA-b-MPEO5 with drastic reduction in 
molecular weights. For all polymers weight loss in absence of enzyme did not exceed 10 % after 
immersion in enzyme-free buffer solution for 12 days. 
Another point in this issue is the degraded products and mode of degradation. From NMR as in 
hydrolytic degradation the hydrophobic/hydrophilic ratio of the block copolymers is also 
disturbed under the action of the enzymatic degradation. For example an overlay of 1HNMR of 
degraded PHA-b-MPEO5 after 1 and 12 days of enzymatic degradation in comparison with the 
virgin samples as well as the 1HNMR of adipic acid and 1,6 hexandiol is represented in figure 
3.16. This figure shows that by increasing the degradation time, the ratio of MPEO is decreased 
with respect to the hydrophilic segment as indicated by the integration of the MPEO protons to 
the terminal protons of diol moiety in the PE segments. This means the enzymatic solution 
attacks first the ester bond that joins the PE segments and the MPEO in contrary to what 
happened in case of hydrolytic degradation. Regarding to the degraded products, adipic acid 
moiety could be observed in the 1HNMR of the degraded sample after 12 days of degradation 
time at 1.49 ppm that is not exist in the NMR chart after 1 day of  degradation. Also hexandiol 
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moiety is observed at 1.35 ppm, i.e. the enzyme attacks also the hydrophobic chains of the PHA 
in the whole block copolymer and converts it to the individual monomers.  
 
 
Figure 3.16.1H NMR overlay of PHA-b-MPO5 after 1 and 12 degradation days, adipic acid and 
1,6 hexandiol. (After 12 days of degradation, a peaks of monomer are observed at 1.349 for 
adipic acid and 1.35 for1,6 hexandiol moiety). 
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3.3. Conclusion 
1- Hydrolytic degradation is achieved using potassium hydroxide aqueous solution of 
concentration 5 % and 10%. All polymers are hydrolyzed by attacking the ester linkage 
of the hydrophobic segments. 
2- Enzyme catalyzed degradation is also achieved using lipase from pseudomonas cepacia 
enzyme. This enzyme is suitable to degrade PHA, PBA and PHS. But it is less efficient 
for PBS based polymers under the stated degradation conditions. 
3- Degradation mechanism was via surface erosion and the order of degradability could be 
arranged as follow PBA=PHS > PHA> PBS.  
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Chapter 4 
Immobilizing of pH-dependent, bioactive ingredient on the polymer backbone 
4.1. Introduction 
The pH responsive polymers are those polymers that respond to small change in pH. These 
polymers can contribute in a wide range of application in biomedical, bioengineering and 
pharmaceutical areas and in particularly drug delivery systems. One of the most interesting 
groups that have been utilized to switch pH-inactive polymers to pH-active polymers is 
sulfonamide.125-128 Sulfonamides is a common name of a large number of derivatives of 4-
aminobenzene-1-sulfonamide.  In 1908, 4-aminobenzene-1-sulfonamide was discovered and 
used in dye industry and later it gains more importance by using it as antibacterial agent. A lot of 
substituents have been introduced to the sulfonamide group in order to improve their 
antibacterial activity. Sulfonamides are considered as week acids due to the partial ionization of 
the hydrogen atom of the amide groups in solution. These weak acidic characters are enhanced 
by the electron deficiency of the nitrogen atom of the amide group that will imply to the ease of 
hydrogen liberation in solution. This electron deficiency is coming from the attraction of the 
bond electrons between sulfur and oxygen towards the more electronegative atom (oxygen). As 
the sulfur is more electronegative than nitrogen, it again withdraws the bond electrons of 
themselves i.e. sulfur and nitrogen. Then the nitrogen became less negative and week attraction 
with hydrogen took place thus the hydrogen is liberated easily as shown in figure 4.1 
 
Figure 4.1 Mode of dissociation of sulfonamide group in solutions 
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4.2. Concept  
By utilizing the benefit of the pH responsibility of the sulfonamide groups125-128, a trial was 
achieved to modify our polymer by immobilizing this group onto the polymer chains. 
Sulfadimethoxine (SD) (4-amino-N-(2,6-dimethoxypyrimidin-4-yl) benzenesulfonamide) 
(Figure 4.1) and  PHA-b-MPEO5 were chosen to achieve  this purpose. The concept is to 
connect the SD at the chain end by either transamidation or direct coupling with the chain end 
groups as shown in figure 4.2. 
 
A-Transamidation mechanism 
 
B -Coupling via chain end                                                                                 
Figure 4.2 Proposed mechanisms of SD immobilization onto the PHA-b-MPEO5 
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4.3. Experimental 
Exp1. In four different experiments Sulfadimethoxine (0.0 g, 0.5 g, 1.0 g, 2.0 g) was added to 10 
g of PHA-b-MPEO5 (Adipate:MPEO 1:1) and reacted together at 150 oC for 24 h, then the 
polymer was dissolved in chloroform and then filtered to remove the un-reacted 
Sulfadimethoxine as it is not soluble in Chloroform. Then the filtrate was concentrated and 
precipitated in n-pentane. The obtained polymer was again dissolved in Chloroform, filtered and 
precipitated in n-pentane again and left to dry under vacuum for 6 days at room temperature. The 
sample after that was analyzed by NMR and GPC. 
 
Exp2. Another experiment is as follow. 1 g Sulfadimethoxine and 10 g of PHA-b-MPEO5 
(Adipate:MPEO 1:1) were dissolved in 100 mL distilled THF in 250 mL Flask and left to reflux 
@ 100 oC for 4 h and 24 h. 
 
Exp3. 1 g Sulfadimethoxine and 10 g of PHA-b-MPEO5 (Adipate:MPEO 1:1) were dissolved in 
100 mL distilled THF in 250 mL Flask and left to stir @ room temperature for 5 days. 
Experimental conditions are summarized in Table 4.1 
 
Table 4.1 Experimental conditions of the reaction between SD and PHA-b-MPEO5 (10g) 
Run SD Conc, 
 g 
Temperature, 
oC 
Time Solvent Yield, % 
YA00 Virgin sample  
YA01 --- 150 24 h --- 95 
YA02 0.5 150 24 h --- 95 
YA03 1.0 150 24 h --- 96 
YA04 2.0 150 24 h --- 94 
YA05 1.0 100 24 h 100 mL THF 95 
YA06 1.0 100 4 h 100 mL THF 93 
YA07 1.0 r.t 5 days 100 mL THF 95 
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4.4. Results and discussion 
At first Exp1 will be discussed, where the different weights of SD were mixed directly with the 
solid PHA-bMPEO5 and left to react at 150oC. 1HNMR of the products are shown in figure 
4.3a&b. GPC elugrams are shown in figure 4.4 and the molecular weight values are represented 
in table 4.2. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3a 1HNMR of the SD-loaded PHA-b-MPEO5 (YA04, Table 4.1 run 3) 
Peaks assignment was done with the aid of more than one reference 126,12 9 as well as the online 
Japanese data base (Spectral Database for Organic Compounds SDBS). From figure 4.3a,b the 
assignment is done without ambiguity for all protons as in SDBS, only N-H protons are shifted 
to less ppm depending on the surrounding environments. In the same connection and to provide 
full information about the mechanism of the reactions, GPC values are listed in table 4.2 
including the virgin sample. 
ppm
1.02.03.04.05.06.07.08.0
A FB E
ppm
7.507.607.707.807.908.008.10
CD
A
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Figure 4.3b an overlay of 1HNMR of the SD-loaded PHA-b-MPEO5 (YA02-YA04, Table 4.1) 
 
Table 4.2 Molecular weights and PDI of SD-loaded PHA-b-MPEO5 as well as the virgin sample 
(YA00) 
Run SD conc, g Mn Mw Mp PDI 
YA00 --- 16000 31000 31000 1.96 
YA01 --- 12000 27000 15000 2.08 
YA02 0.5 13000 27000 25000 2.10 
YA03 1.0 11000 27000 25000 2.51 
YA04 2.0 12000 26000 24000 2.12 
 
  Now I will start with NMR results. From the 1HNMR, SD is actually loaded onto the polymer 
chains. At first I thought it is by transamidation, but as the NMR charts is exactly the same as the 
virgin one, and no change in the % of 1,6 hexandiol moieties or MPEO moiety, which thought to 
be replaced by the SD. Therefore transamidation direction is ruled out.  
ppm
2.03.04.05.06.07.08.09.0
YA04, 2.0 g SD
ppm
2.03.04.05.06.07.08.09.0
YA03, 1.0 g SD
ppm
2.03.04.05.06.07.08.09.0
YA02, 0.5 g SD
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Figure 4.4 GPC elugrams of SD loaded PHA-b-MPEO5 in comparison with the virgin sample. 
On the other hand the molecular weights values of the obtained products are less than the virgin 
sample which supports the transamidation mechanism. To see the effect of the reaction 
conditions on the neat polymer, one reaction is conducted under the same conditions in absence 
of SD (i.e. heating at 150 o C for 24h-YA01). It was found that the molecular weight of the 
obtained product is also reduced. This means the reaction conditions has negative impact on the 
polymer and a kind of degradation took place (Fig 4.4). Therefore during the heating at 150 oC, 
polymer starts to degrade leading to the increase in the chain end groups (OH and/or COOH) 
giving more chance for the coupling between these  end groups and NH2 of SD. Supporting this 
postulate is UV-Vis and IR analysis. The color of the SD loaded polymer is yellow and the 
intensity of the yellowish increased as the amount of SD used in the reaction increased (i.e. 
reaction of 2 g SD with 10 g polymer is more intensive yellow) because there is a large amount 
of SD that can react with and functionalize the OH/COOH chain end groups of the polymer 
(PHA-b-MPEO5). These findings are also confirmed by measuring the UV-Vis profile of the 
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SD-loaded polymer and compare it with the SD-free polymer as well as SD itself. A broad peak 
could be observed at wave length 280 nm in both SD-loaded polymer and SD itself with different 
intensities, while a base line of the SD-free polymer that lacks of any peak is obtained as shown 
in figure 4.5. This difference in yellow color could also be easily observed by human eye. 
260 280 300 320 340
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
A
, %
Wave length, nm
 SD
 1.0 g SD
 0.5 g SD
 PHA-b-MPEO
SD-Free polymer
SD
SD-loaded polymer
 
Figure 4.5 UV spectra of blank PHA-MPEO5, SD-loaded polymer and SD 
 
IR charts of samples YA00 (virgin sample) YA01 (150oC/24h/ no SD) and YA03 (150oC/24h/ 
1.0 g SD) are shown in figure 4.6. Point by point the IR charts will be analyzed. First of all a 
moderate to sharp peak appears at 1590 cm-1. This peak does not exist in both the virgin and 
YA01 samples, thus it is for sure from the SD moiety in the polymer chains. By referring to an 
IR text book 130, this peak could be form N-H bending. In addition, at N-H and O-H stretching 
area (>3000 cm-1), it was found that, in the virgin sample very less intensive peak is present (O-
H stretch). This intensity is increased in case of YA01 sample (150oC/24h/ no SD) (O-H stretch, 
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more chain ends due to degradation). For the SD-loaded polymer two distinct peaks could be 
observed, first one is for O-H stretch in the same position as in SD-free polymer and the second 
is for N-H stretch, which support that the functionalization of the polymer chain end with SD is 
true. 
 
 
 
wave number cm-1 
Figure 4.6 IR overlay image imported from win IR software of virgin sample YA00 (top), YA01 
(middle) and (YA03, bottom). New absorbance band at 3360 cm-1: N-H stretch, 1950 cm-1: N-H 
bending could be easily observed. 
In   Exp2 and Exp3, and in order to avoid the harsh reaction conditions in Exp1 (150 oC for 24 
h), the reaction was done in 100 mL THF for different time and temperatures. In Exp2 the 
temperature was 100 oC and the reaction medium (10 g polymer, 1 g SD and 100 mL THF) was 
refluxed for 4 and 24 h. in Exp3 the reaction was conducted at room temperature for 5 days. 
Molecular weights are represented in table 443, while NMR and GPC elugrams are shown in 
figures 4.7 and 4.8 respectively.  
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Table 4.3 Molecular weights and PDI of SD-loaded PHA-b-MPEO5 as well as the virgin sample 
Run SD wt. Mn Mw Mp PDI 
YA00 --- 16000 31000 31000 1.96 
YA05 1.0 16000 32000 32000 2.25 
YA06 1.0 15000 30000 31000 2.04 
YA07 1.0 16000 31000 32000 1.97 
 
 
Figure 4.7 1HNMR of the SD-loaded PHA-b-MPEO5, reaction performed in THF for different 
times and temperatures. 
ppm
1.02.03.04.05.06.07.08.09.010.011.0
1 g SD @ r.t for 5days
ppm
1.02.03.04.05.06.07.08.09.010.011.0
1 g SD @ 100 degree C for 24h.
ppm
1.02.03.04.05.06.07.08.09.010.011.0
1 g SD @ 100 degree C for 4h.
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Figure 4.8 GPC elugrams of SD loaded PHA-b-MPEO in comparison with the virgin sample, 
prepared in THF at different times and temperatures. 
In this run of experiments, the SD was successfully attached to the polymer as proven from 
NMR charts in figure 4.7. The produced polymers and the virgin sample both have the same 
molecular weight as shown in the GPC profile. All samples are eluted nearly at the same volume 
indicating similarities in molecular weight values as shown in figure 4.8. The degradation of the 
polymer during the reaction with SD was totally depressed. Therefore THF and lower 
temperature is more convenient to load SD onto the polymer chain. 
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Figure 4.10 Transmittance-pH profile of SD-loaded PHA-b-MPEO5 under different conditions. 
All loaded polymer show soluble-insoluble transition within pH range from 6.0 to 5.6 within 
narrow range of pH (0.4), which is close to the dissociation constant of pure SD (pKa 5.9,  
Clarke's Analysis of Drugs and Poisons). This little difference might be due to the presence of 
any free COOH that can contribute in the transition process. In contrast the blank sample (SD 
free) show stationary transmittance trend. Polymer sample that reacted at room temperature over 
a long time show the best transition. This means the saturated solution at pH 7.8 of this sample 
has larger amount of the polymer than the others, which upon precipitation in acidic pH range, it 
gives lower transmittance value, i.e. higher absorbance, which reflect a higher concentration. 
Therefore longer reaction time between SD and PHA-b-MPEO5 is required to functionalize most 
of the chain ends of the polymer. Also low temperature is preferred to avoid the degradation of 
the polymer. 
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4.5. Conclusion 
1- Synthesis of pH responsive polymer form the prepared block copolymers was achieved 
by immobilizing a pH-responsive (Sulfadimethoxine, SD) moiety on the chain end of the 
PHA-b-MPEO5 of feed molar ratio 1:1. the structure was proven using NMR, IR and UV 
spectroscopy 
 
2- Low temperature, longer reaction time and using proper solvent (THF) are required to 
obtain well-functionalized chain ends without sacrificing the polymer properties 
especially molecular weight.  
 
 
3- High temperature in  absence of solvents lead to polymer degradation 
 
4- The SD-loaded polymer exhibit pH transition as proven by turbidity measurements and 
the pKa of the loaded polymers ranged from 5.6 to 6, which is close to the pKa of the SD 
itself (5.9).  
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Chapter 5 
Amphiphilic properties 
Determination of critical micelle concentration (cmc) 
5.1. Introduction 
The amphiphilic nature of the prepared polymers makes these polymers acting as a surfactant. 
Surfactants have a characteristic molecular structure having a group that has very little attraction 
for the solvent called the lyophobic group and another group which has a strong attraction for the 
solvent known as the lyophilic group. Thus a surfactants are amphiphilic in nature and when they 
present at low concentrations in a system, they have the ability of a) adsorbing onto the surface 
or interfaces of the system, b) altering the surface or interfacial free energy to a large extent. The 
term interface means the boundary between any two immiscible liquid phases. For example, 
when a surfactant is dissolved in an aqueous medium, the lyophobic group (hydrophobic group) 
breaks the hydrogen bonds between the water molecules and structures the water lying in the 
vicinity of the hydrophobic groups. As a result of this distortion, some of the surfactant 
molecules are expelled to the interface of the system with the hydrophobic groups oriented in 
such a way that they are away from the water molecules i.e. towards the air. Since the air 
molecules are non-polar in nature just like the hydrophobic groups, this decrease in the 
dissimilarity between two phases in contact with each other at the surface resulting in disruption 
of the cohesive energy at the surface and thus lower the surface tension. Hence, they are also 
known as surface active molecules. Surfactant molecules can arrange in the form of aggregates, 
in which the hydrophobic parts are oriented within clusters and the hydrophilic parts are exposed 
to the solvent. Such aggregates are called micelles. The amount of the surfactant molecules 
present at the surface or as micelles in the bulk of the liquid depends on the concentration of the 
surfactant. At low concentrations, the surfactant molecules prefer to arrange on the surface. As 
the concentration of the surfactant increases and the surface becomes loaded with the surfactant, 
more molecules will arrange as micelles. At a specific concentration, the surface becomes 
completely loaded and further addition of the surfactant molecules must arrange as micelles. This 
concentration is known as the critical micelle concentration (cmc) which can be determined 
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using surface tension measurements. Fluorescence measurement using a hydrophobic probe as 
Pyrene is also well established method for cmc determination as reported in the literatures since 
long time 131,132 as shown in figure 5.1. 
pyrene
@ cmc
Hydrophobic core  
Figure 5.1 Representative diagram of trapped pyrene inside the formed micelles @ cmc 
5.2. Concept 
Determination of cmc using fluorescence depends upon the response of a probe or dye to the 
hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity of the medium. At cmc of a surfactant, the formed micelles 
having hydrophobic core can trap the hydrophobic probe, and then disturbing its fluorescence 
emission spectra. The most utilized probe is pyrene. Pyrene has five characteristics vibronic 
peaks in florescence emission spectra, taking the numbers I1 to I5 at wave lengths (373, 380, 383, 
390, 396 nm respectively).131 The intensity of these peaks in the florescence emission spectra is 
highly influenced by the type of the medium. The I1/I3 ratio is considered as an indicator of the 
hydrophobicity of the environment of pyrene and utilized generally to determine the cmc of an 
amphiphilic material.131-136 A series of different concentration of a surfactant for example is 
prepared then plotted against I1/I3. This ratio always gives a stationary behavior before cmc and 
this behavior is revised after cmc. The concentration at the onset point of reversion is considered 
to be the cmc of the material. Therefore this chapter aimed to establish and reproduce the validity 
of this method for cmc determination of our polymers. 
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5.3. Experimental 
Exp1. To see the behavior of pyrene in different polar solvents, 10-6 M of pyrene was prepared in 
solvents having different polarities then the Florescence emission spectra were recorded on 
Florescence spectrophotometer at excitation wave length of 225 nm as shown in figure 5.2. 
Exp2. To evaluate the reliability of this method, it was tried with two common surfactants. One 
is non-ionic surfactants, namely, Polyethylene glycol hexadecyl ether, (Polyoxyethylene (10) 
cetyl ether) (new commercial name is Brij C10) and old commercial name is (Brij 56, the 
sample which I have in the Lab), with cmc value of 0.002 mM. The second one is the well-
known anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate SDS (cmc = 8.27 mM). Therefore series of 
different concentrations before and after cmc were prepared from 10-6 pyrene solution and the 
fluorescence emission spectra were recorded at excitation wave length 330 nm. The stock 
solution of 10-06 M of pyrene was prepared, by first dissolving pyrene in DMSO to get 0.1 M 
solution, and then from this solution 10-06 M in water was papered by dilution as expressed in the 
literature.135 
Exp3. For our polymers, sample PHA-b-MPEO5 with feed molar ratio 1:1 as well as samples of 
SD loaded polymers is also subjected to the fluorescence measurements.  At first, different 
concentrations of these polymers were prepared in phosphate buffer (pH 7) containing 10-6 M 
pyrene, then the samples were excited at wave length 330 nm and the emission spectra was 
recorded then the I1/I3 ratio was plotted against the concentration.  
 
5.4. Results and discussion  
5.4.1. Fluorescence emission of Pyrene only 
At first pyrene fluorescence was measured in different solvents, to see the effect of the 
hydrophobicity on the peak intensity of the pyrene. Figure 5.2 shows the emission spectra in 
water, methanol, ethanol, acetonitrile and hexane. It is clearly seen that the vibronic peak at 373 
or 374 I1 (both positions are used as stated in the literature) 131-136 is decreased as the solvent 
become more hydrophobic. 
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Figure 5.2 Fluorescence spectra of pyrene in different solvents, excitation wave length 225 nm; 
pyrene concentration is 10-6 M, Intensity of pyrene peaks are clearly influenced by the polarity of 
the solvents. 
 
5.4.2. Fluorescence emission of Brij 56 and SDS 
Figure 5.3 shows the whole fluorescence spectral profile of both Brij 56 and SDS of different 
concentrations, while figure 5.4 represents the plot of I1/I3 vs. concentration. 
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Figures 5.3 Whole fluorescence spectral profile of both Brij 56 (Top) and SDS (Bottom) of 
different concentrations. 
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Figure 5.4. I1/I3 vs. concentration of Brij 56 (Top) and SDS (bottom). 
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The process of cmc determination using fluorescence-pyrene methods is very useful for low 
molecular weight surfactants. Values of the obtained cmc of both Brij 56 and SDS are exactly as 
mentioned in the literatures.135,137 
5.4.3 Fluorescence emission of PHA-b-MPEO5 
The nice results obtained in Brij and SDS fluorescence measurements encouraged me to 
investigate the PHA-b-MPEO5 drug free and drug loaded samples. Of course the process here 
will not be easy like the previous section, because, in case of Brij 56 and SDS, I already knew 
the cmc values and only accurate preparation of 4 concentrations before and after cmc, you will 
reach your target, but here in this case, of course it will not be ideal. To achieve this target two 
samples are chosen to undergo this investigation. These samples are PHA-b-MPEO5 (feed ratio 
1:1) and the SD-loaded polymer that have been reacted with 0.5 g SD (YA02-Table 4.1). At first 
a long series of different concentrations of PHA-b-MPEO5 were prepared using the same 
procedures described previously. Pyrene concentration is also 10-6 M. Fluorescence spectra are 
shown in figure 5.5, while the I1/I3-concentration plot is shown in figure 5.6. 
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Figures 5.5 Fluorescence spectral profile of PHA-b-MPEO5 (1:1). 
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Figure 5.6. I1/I3 vs. concentration of PHA-b-MEO5 with feed ratio 1:1(Mn 16000)  
From figure 5.6, it is clearly seen that concentration at 0.4 g/L has the dropping point after that 
the I1/I3 remains nearly unchanged as the concentration increased which represents the cmc of 
the PHA-b-MPEO, as also shown in figure 5.5 of the fluorescence curve, where the beginning of 
the steep of the curve occurs at the same concentration. For the drug loaded polymer the results 
are shown in figure 5.7, where the I1/I3 – concentration plot shows also the same trend that 
observed in the PHA-b-MPEO5. The dropping point occurs at concentration of 0.75g/L that 
represents the cmc value of this polymer, which differ from the value of SD-free polymer 
because both polymers have different molecular weights. 
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Figures 5.7 Fluorescence spectral profile of SD-loaded PHA-b-MPEO5 (Top) and I1/I3 vs. 
concentration plot (bottom). 
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5.5. Conclusion 
1- Fluorescence spectroscopy using pyrene as a probe is an efficient method for the 
determination of cmc of different surfactants. 
2- The obtained values of cmc of the commercial surfactants SDS and Brij 56 by 
Fluorescence techniques are matching with the values reported in the literatures obtained 
by other methods such as surface tension measurements. 
3- Values of cmc of PHA-b-MPEO5, SD-free and SD-loaded polymer could also obtained 
by the same method and the cmc values of SD-free polymer and SD-loaded polymer are 
0.4 and 0.75 g/L respectively. The difference in these values is because both polymers 
have different molecular weights. 
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Chapter 6 
Experimental Part 
 
6.1. Materials 
1,4 butandiol 
 
 
Merck ,  
Distilled before use ( 160oC-under  vacuum) 
1,6 hexandiol Merck , 
Distilled before use ( 160oC-under  vacuum) 
Adipic acid Merck, used as received 
Succinic acid Merck, used as received 
Methoxypolyethylene oxide (Mn 5000) Sigma-Aldrich, used as received 
Methoxypolyethylene oxide (Mn 2000) Sigma-Aldrich, used as received 
Titanium IV-Butoxide Sigma-Aldrich, used as received 
Polyphosphoric acid Sigma-Aldrich, used as received 
Sulfadimethoxine 
(4-amino-N-(2,6-dimethoxypyrimidin-4-yl) 
benzenesulfonamide) 
Sigma-Aldrich, used as received 
Pyrene Sigma-Aldrich, used as received 
Sodium hydroxide Grüssing – Germany, Local Market 
Potassium hydroxide Grüssing – Germany, Local Market 
HCl, 37 % Grüssing – Germany, Local Market 
Organic solvents (Acetone, THF, Choroform,.. BASF, distilled before use 
Lipase from pseudomonas cepacia Enzyme Sigma-Aldrich 
SDS Sigma-Aldrich 
Brij 56 Sigma-Aldrich 
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6.2. Instrumentation and characterization 
6.2.1. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) 
The molecular weights of all polymers were measured by Chloroform GPC at 25°C. Sample 
concentration was 1 g L-1. The apparatus consists of a Gynkotek HPLC pump, a Agilent 
Autosampler 1200, linear columns (PSS, polystyrene) consisting of a pre-column 10 μ, 8 x 50 
mm, a column 10 Å, 8 x 300 mm and two columns 3000 Å, 8 x 300 mm. As detector, RI detector 
of Knauer Company was used. As calibration, linear PMMA with a narrow mass distribution and 
molecular weight between 500 and 1,000,000 was used. Toluene was used as an internal 
standard. The elugram was evaluated with PSS WinGPC Unity program. 
 
6.2.2. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) 
1D and 2D NMR measurements were done in the NMR Department at the Philipps Universität 
Marburg. 1H (400.13 MHz) and 13C (100.21 MHz)-NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 
DRX-300 spectrometer using Tetramethylsilane (TMS) as an internal standard. 1H-13C NMR 
correlation experiments were performed on a Bruker DRX-500 spectrometer, with typical 
experiment time was about 1.5 and 3.0 h for HMQC and HMBC, respectively. 
 
6.2.3. Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)  
The IR spectra were measured on a FT-IR spectrometer of type Excalibur Series with an attached 
IR microscope of the type UMA 600 from Digilab. Infrared spectroscopy (IR) was performed by 
means of Digilab (Excalibur series) instrument with ATR crystal ZnSe and WinIRPro software 
version 3.3. 
6.2.4. UV-Vis spectroscopy 
All UV-Vis spectra of the SD-loaded polymers were measured by UV-Vis spectrometer of the 
type Lambda 9 of the company Perkin Elmer, which was operated by the software Lambda SPX. 
For the measurement, two quartz cuvettes (Perkin Elmer) were used with 2 mL capacity. The 
spectra were evaluated and analyzed by the software Lambda SPX. The scan range is from 400 
to 200 nm with scanning rate 420nm/min using the scan mode of the instrument.  
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6.2.5. Turbidity measurement 
The same UV-Vis spectrometer was used to evaluate the pH-dependence of the SD-loaded 
polymer by measuring the transmittance at different pHs at wave length 520 nm using fixed 
mode of the instrument. 
 
6.2.6. Fluorescence measurement 
Fluorescence emission spectra were measured using   spectrophotometer xxx. Excitation wave 
length is 330 nm and scanning range was from 200 to 450 nm using low sensitivity low with 
super scan velocity. 
 
6.2.7. Wide Angle X-ray Diffraction (WAXD)  
The materials were examined by X-ray powder diffraction (X’Pert MPD x-ray powder 
diffractometer (Philips)) operating in Bragg–Brentano geometry with Cu-Ka radiation. The 
diffractometer was equipped with a graphite monochromator at the detector side. The sample 
holder was a single-crystal silicon plate. The patterns were collected in a continuous scan mode 
in the range 10º ≤ 15 min. ≤ 100º. 
 
6.2.8. Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) 
Thermal gravimetric analysis was done by using Mettler thermal analyzers having 851 
thermogravimetric modules. Thermal stability was determined by recording TGA traces in 
nitrogen atmosphere (flow rate = 50 mL min-1). A heating rate of 10°C min-1 and a sample size 
of 10-12 mg was used in each experiment. The samples were heated from room temperature to 
800 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min. 
 
6.2.9 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
Mettler Thermal Analyzer having 821 DSC module was used for thermal analysis of the 
polymers. DSC scans were recorded in nitrogen atmosphere (flow rate = 80 ml min-1). DSC 
measurement conditions were varied depending on the type of the polymers. For PHA-b-
MPEO5/2 i.e. adipate based polymers the endothermic/exothermic cycles were as follow, the 
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samples were heated in the first heating cycle from –100 oC to 100 oC at a heating rate 20 
oC/min. The samples were cooled again to –100 oC with cooling rate -20 oC/min and again 
heated in the second heating cycle till 100 oC. In case of remaining polymers the heating cycles 
were as follow; the first heating cycle from –150 oC to 150 oC at a heating rate 20 oC/min. The 
samples were cooled again to –150 oC with a cooling rate -20 oC/min and again heated in the 
second heating cycle till 150 oC.  
 
6.2.10. Film and Slab formation 
Films and slabs of polymer samples were prepared using a compression molding machine. About 
20 g of polymer were spread on a steel sheet, and then heated under compressing form 5 min., 
then left to cool down using inlet-outlet water circle. Compressing temperature for succinate 
based polymers was 150 oC, for remaining polymers, was 80 oC 
 
6.2.11. Mechanical properties 
The tensile strength of the samples was measured using Zwick/Roell Materials Testing machine 
(Type: KAF-TC). The samples were cut in the shape of a bone with a total length of 20 mm. It 
was then mounted directly onto the clamps having a grip to grip separation of 16 mm at the start 
position. The software used was testXpert II. The values for the diameter of each sample were 
fed before the measurement began. The curves for stress versus strain were recorded. Each 
measurement was repeated 5 times and an average value was calculated automatically by the 
software. 
 
6.2.12. Electron microscopy  
The SEM images were obtained using Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (CamScan Series 4, 
Cambridge Scanning Company Limited). The films were coated with gold in an Edwards Auto 
306 sputter-coater at < 5 x 10-5 mbars. 
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6.3. Methodology 
6.3.1. Polymer synthesis 
A typical experiment of synthesis of PHA-b-MPEO5 1:1 molar ratio is as follow: 249 g (1.7 
mol), of Adipic acid, 201 g (1.7 mol) of 1,6 hexandiol and 75 g (1.7 mol) of MPEO5 were mixed 
together in a pre-evacuated 1 L N2-Flask under argon, then 0.05 mol % of titanium IV-butoxide 
was added via 1mL syringe. Under N2 the system was connected to condenser that ended with 
graduated schlenk tube and placed in oil bath at 190 oC. Reaction continued under N2 until no 
more water was repelled out. At this point 0.1g % of Polyphosphoric acid was added via 1 mL 
syringe. After one hour the temperature was increased to 210 oC, then one hour later it was 
increased to 230 oC. Another hour later, N2 was removed and vacuum (0.4 mbar) was applied 
and the reaction left to run for 35 hours. After that the obtained viscous polymer is left to cool 
down (better not to wait until solidification, otherwise it takes longer time and more solvent to be 
dissolved again). The collected polymer was dissolved in THF or chloroform and precipitated in 
n-Hexane or n-pentane.  Pentane is preferred for best and fast drying. Figure 6.1 represents a 
sketch of the polycondensation system. Table 6.1 shows the data of synthesis of the all polymers 
using the same procedures. 
 
Figure 6.1 a sketch of the polycondensation system 
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Feed molar of, diol and dicarboxylic acid was kept always 1:1 in all experiments. Catalyst 
concentration was kept 0.05 mol % with respect to the molar concentration of used dicarboxylic. 
PPA is also kept constant and represented by weight. It is used in 0.1 % with respect to the used 
dicarboxylic. 
Table 6.1 Feed amounts, yield and conversions of the prepared block copolymers and the sample 
numbers as expressed in the lab Journal. 
Sample MPEO, 
g 
Adipic acid, 
g 
1,6 Hexandiol, 
g 
MPEO/Adipate Yield 
g 
Conv. 
% 
PHA-b-MPEO5 
20100802YA1 68.4 57.0 46.0 ¼:1 143 83 
20100806YA1 34.2 57.0 46.0 ½:1 120 87 
20100901YA1 75.0 249 201 1:1 446 85 
20100811YA1 8.6 57.0 46.0 2:1 115 88 
20100825YA1 8.6 114 92.0 4:1 185 86 
PHA-b-MPEO2 
20100906YA1 101.6 84.5 68.4 ¼:1 210 83 
20100804YA1 34.2 57 46.0 ½:1 116 85 
20100729YA1 34.2 114 92.0 1:1 217 90 
20100813YA1 13.84 92.1 74.5 2:1 160 88 
20100827YA1 8.60 114 92.0 4:1 200 93 
 --- 100 81.0 PHA-Homo 155 86 
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Table 6.1 continued 
Sample MPEO, g Succinic acid, g Butandiol, g MPEO/Suc Yield g Conv. %
PBS-b-MPEO5 
20101119YA1 18.9 201 153.9 ¼:1 340 90 
20101111YA1 37.2 200 152.6 ½:1 350 90 
20101025YA1 37.2 100 76.3 1:1 190 89 
20101122YA1 141 190 145 2:1 390 82 
20101123YA1 149 100 76.3 4:1 260 80 
20101117YA1 --- 119.3 90.1 PBS-Homo 170 81 
Sample MPEO, g Adipic acid, g Butandiol, g MPEO/Suc Yield g Conv. %
PBA-b-MPEO5 
20110524YA1 19 63.5 40 1:1 98 80 
Sample MPEO, g Succinic acid, g Hexandiol, g MPEO/Suc Yield g Conv. %
PHS-b-MPEO5 
20110302YA2 19 50 50 1:1 100 85 
 
 
6.3.2. Hydrolytic degradation 
Hydrolytic degradability was tested in extreme basic conditions. Generally, 200 mg of the 
copolymer was dissolved in a bottle containing 20 ml of 5% or 10% KOH aqueous solution and 
was stirred for different times at room temperature. After this, solution was neutralized using 
10% HCl. The mixture was extracted with chloroform, washed with water, and dried over 
sodium sulfate. After filtration, the solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure. The 
remaining solid was dried in a vacuum oven at 40 
o
C and analyzed by NMR and GPC. 
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6.3.3. Enzymatic degradation 
Enzyme-catalyzed degradation of the block copolymers was performed using lipase from 
pseudomonas cepacia enzyme (Sigma).  At first slabs with dimension 5 x 5 x 0.5 mm from the 
polymers were cut from polymers films that made by hot compression method. These slabs were 
immersed in phosphate buffer solution (pH 7) containing the enzyme to give a final 
concentration of 18.5 mg enzyme/ mL and 16 mg polymer / mL in 10 mL vials. In all experiment 
a blank sample was always accompanied. Sodium azide of concentration 18.5 mg/mL was also 
added to prevent fermentation/bacterial growth of the enzyme solution. Samples with 1:1 molar 
ration were tested. The vials containing buffer solutions, polymers and enzyme was incubated at 
37 oC with shaking speed 50 RPM. At pre-determined times, vials were removed from the 
incubator, and then filtered and the residual films were dried at 30 oC for 4 days, and then 
subjected to NMR, GPC and SEM analysis.  
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English Summary 
Different biodegradable amphiphilic block copolymers were prepared by melt-polycondensation. 
These block copolymers are composed of different molar ratio of two segments, 1st is 
hydrophilic block which is methoxy poly(ethylene oxide) MPEO of two different molecular 
weights, (5000 and 2000 g/mol). The hydrophobic segments are aliphatic poly ester of poly 
hexylene adipate PHA, polybutylene succinate PBS, polyhexylene succinate PHS and 
polybutylene adipate PBA. Full characterization of these block copolymers have been achieved 
using GPC, NMR, Thermal analysis, and X-ray analysis. Hydrolytic and enzymatic degradation 
have been done. Loading of PHA-b-MPEO5 with pH sensitive moiety is also achieved. Values 
of cmc of two commercially available surfactants as well as two samples of our polymers were 
measured by fluorescence spectroscopy using pyrene as a probe as detailed in the next points: 
1- At first, the block copolymer composition was determined by NMR after thorough 
purification of the polymers. It was found that in the molar composition of the block 
segments, there is a deviation from the feed molar ratio in the final molar ratio. This 
deviation is increased by increasing of the amount of MPEO in the feed molar ratio. This 
behavior was attributed to the higher viscosity of the reaction medium during the 
polycondensation, consequently the movement of MPEO polymer chains becomes 
difficult and they could not contribute easily in the polycondensation reaction via their 
chain end groups. Conversions by weight are satisfactory with average value of 85 %. 
2- Moderate molecular weight was obtained for most of the polymers. For the block 
copolyesters that contain more MPEO segments, the obtained molecular weight is 
somewhat lower, this low value because in presence of higher amount of MPEO in the 
reaction medium, it has bigger chance to react with the growing PE chains at earlier 
stage, i.e. before PE forms longer chains, resulting in a fixed MPEO chain length and 
lower PE chain length and the overall molecular weight is reduced. All the obtained 
block copolyesters have mono-modal GPC curves, with slight shift of the polymers 
containing larger amount of MPEO to higher elution volume i.e. lower molecular weight. 
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3- The thermal properties of the prepared block copolymers were investigated by TGA and 
DSC. In TGA it was found that one-step degradation is observed in all curves. Also the 
initial decomposition temperature (0 % decomposition) is ranging from 320 to 350 oC, 
indicating high thermal stability of the whole block copolymer categories. 
 
4- DSC measurement were carried out for both homopolymers PHA and PBS as well as the 
prepared block copolymers and the data were extracted from both the heating and cooling 
cycles as described in details in the body of the thesis. In the heating cycle Tm are 
observed at 56, 60, and 116 °C for MPEO, PHA and PBS respectively. In addition an 
exothermic peak (Texo) at 94 °C could be observed for PBS exactly as observed in the 
literaure.108 Tg could be obtained only for the semi-crystalline polymers PHA and PBS at 
-60 and -37 °C respectively, while for PEO it was not possible to detect any Tg, as PEO 
is mostly crystalline polymer (70-80 %).109 No significant difference in the value of Tg, 
Tcc and heat of fusion (Δ Hm) for adipate based block copolymers. But a slight reduction 
in melting point Tm was observed in case of polymer containing more % of MPEO. This 
reduction in melting point may because the MPEO homopolymer itself has lower melting 
than PHA; therefore it lowers the overall melting of the block copolymer when it exists in 
larger amounts. In block copolymers with fewer amounts of MPEO and due to the 
comparable values of Tm of both MPEO and PHA, a merging of the two melting peaks 
could be possible during the heating cycle, while  two melting peaks could be observed in 
case of block copolymer containing more amount of MPEO. The same behavior could be 
observed in the succinate based system, Tm of succinate moiety is ranging from 112-116 
oC, while those of MPEO segments are in the range from 32-40 oC.  For the block 
copolymers PBA-b-MPEO and PHS-b-MPEO, the melting points at around 55 oC is split 
into two peaks that represents the two segments, however the splitting is more distinct in 
case of PHS-b-MPEO. 
5-  The WAXD patterns have shown that by altering the MPEO/PE molar ratio, the crystal 
structure exhibit different behavior. For example, in the WXRD patterns of the block 
copolymers PHA-b-MPEO of both MPEO5 and MPEO2, by increasing the amount of 
PHA segments in the block copolymers, the main PEO diffraction peaks exhibited 
differences in shape and position in which the intensity of the characteristic peaks at 2θ: 
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19.68 and 23.81 were decreased or even diminished at the least amount of MPEO in the 
block copolymers which reflect a change in the crystalline structure of the MPEO in these 
materials. The same behavior could be observed in the remaining polymers, where a 
rearrangement of crystal structure of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic segments. 
6- The stress–strain properties of the block copolymers show good properties in case of 
block copolymers contain less amount of MPEO. As the amount of MPEO increase the 
consistency of the polymer films become very weak and the stress strain curves could not 
be measured. These results could be attributed to the microphase separation caused by 
segments segregation that takes place in presence of sufficient amount of MPEO. 
7- Hydrolytic degradation is achieved using potassium hydroxide solution of concentration 
5 % and 10%, and all polymers are hydrolyzed by attacking the ester linkage of the 
hydrophobic segments. 
8- Enzyme catalyzed degradation is also achieved using lipase from pseudomonas cepacia 
enzyme. This enzyme is suitable to degrade PHA, PBA and PHS. But it is not efficient 
for PBS based polymers 
9- Degradation mechanism was via surface erosion and the order of degradability could be 
arranged as follow PBA=PHS > PHA> PBS.  
10- Synthesis of pH responsive polymer from the prepared block copolymers was achieved 
by immobilizing a pH-responsive (Sulfadimethoxine, SD) moiety to the chain end of 
polymers and the structure was proofed using NMR, IR and UV spectroscopy 
11- Low temperature, longer reaction time and using proper solvent (THF) are required to 
obtain well-functionalized chain ends without sacrificing the polymer properties specially 
molecular weight, where higher temperatures in  absence of solvent lead to polymer 
degradation 
12- The SD-loaded polymer exhibit pH transition as proofed by turbidity measurements and 
the pKa of the loaded polymers ranged from 5.6 to 6, which is close to the pKa of the SD 
itself (5.9).  
13-  cmc of SD loaded polymer and SD-free polymer was determined using fluorescence 
spectroscopy. At first the cmc of two commercial surfactants were measured, the value 
obtained is matching with those reported in the literature. For our polymer, PHA-b-
MPEO5 (1:1) both SD-free and SD-loaded were selected for cmc measurements. The 
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value of cmc of SD-free sample is 0.4 g/L while this of SD-loaded sample is 0.75 g/L 
which differ from the value of SD-free polymer because both polymers have different 
molecular weights. 
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Zusammenfassung 
(German Summary) 
Verschiedene bioabbaubare amphiphile Blockcopolymere wurden durch Schmelz-
polykondensation hergestellt. Diese Blockcopolymere bestehen aus zwei unterschiedlichen 
Segmenten. Das 1. Segment besteht aus einem hydrophilen Block, Methoxypolyethylenoxid 
(MPEO) besitzt zwei unterschiedliche Molekulargewichte (5000 und 2000 g/mol). Die 
hydrophoben Segmente sind aliphatische Polyester von Poly hexyleneadipate PHA, 
polybutylenesuccinate (PBS), Polyhexylenesuccinate, (PHS) und Polybutyleneadipate (PBA). 
Die vollständige Charakterisierung dieser Blockcopolymere wurden erreicht mit GPC, NMR, 
thermische Analyse und die Röntgenstrukturanalyse. Hydrolytischer und enzymatischer Abbau 
wurden  durchgeführt. PHA-b-MPEO5 werden mit pH-empfindlichen Einheit beladen. Werte 
von cmc von zwei kommerziell erhältlichen Tensiden sowie zwei Beispiele unserer Polymere 
wurden durch Fluoreszenz-Spektroskopie mit Pyren als Sonde gemessen, wie in den folgenden 
Punkten beschrieben. 
1. Zuerst, die Blockcopolymer-Zusammensetzung wurde durch NMR nach gründlicher 
Reinigung der Polymere bestimmt. Es wurde festgestellt, dass in den erhaltenen 
Polymeren verschedene  molaren Zusammensetzung des Blocks nicht dem eingestzen v-
Molverhältnis in den finalen Molverhältnis. Diese Abweichung ist durch die Erhöhung 
der Menge von MPEO im Feed-Molverhältnis erhöht. Dieses Verhalten lässt sich durch 
die höhre Viskosität des Reaktionsmediums während der Polykondensation erklären. Die 
Bewegung der MPEO Polymerketten wurde schwieriger, wodurch, schlechter in der 
Polykondensationsreaktion über ihre Endgruppen reagieren konnten. Die Ausbeuten sind 
zufriedenstellend mit einem durchschnittlichen Wert von 85%. 
2. Für die meisten der erhaltenen Polymere, wurde einmäßiges Molekulargewicht erreicht. 
Für die Block Copolyester, die mehr MPEO Segmente enthalten, ist das erhaltene 
Molekulargewicht etwas niedriger. Dieser niedrige Wert kann daran liegen, dass größere 
Mengen von MPEO im Reaktionsmedium, eine größere Chance haben mit den 
wachsenden PE-Ketten bei früheren Stufe der Polykondensation zu reagieren. Bei einer 
festen MPEO Kettenlänge wurden PE Kettenlängen gebildet und das gesamte 
Molekulargewicht reduziert. Alle erhalten Blockcopolyester haben monomodal GPC-
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Kurven, mit leichten Verschiebung der Polymere, die größere Menge an MPEO haben zu 
höheren Elutionsvolumen. 
3.  Die thermischen Eigenschaften der hergestellten Blockcopolymere wurden durch TGA 
und DSC untersucht. In der ein Ein-Schritt-Abbau in allen Kurven zu beobachtet. Die 
initiale Dekompositionstemperatur (0 % Dekomposition) ist von 320 bis 350 oC, dh alle 
Blockcopolymere Kategorien besitzen eine hohe thermische Stabilität. 
4.  Sowohl von den Homopolymeren (PHA und PBS) als auch von den hergestellten 
Blockcopolymeren wurden DCS-Messungen durchgeführt. Die Daten der Heiz- und 
Abkühlkurven wurden, wie im Hauptteil der Arbeit beschrieben, gesondert ausgewertet. 
In den heizkurven wurden für MPEO, PHA und PBS Schmelztemperaturen von 56, 60 
und 116 °C ermittelt. Analog zur Literatur wurde für PBS zusätzlich ein exothermer Peak 
(Texo) bei 94°C beobachtet. Für die teilkristallinen Polymere PHA und PBS wurden Tg 
bei 60 und -37 °C bestimmt. Für PEO konnte kein Tg bestimmt werden, weil PEO mit 
70-80% eine starke Kristallinität aufweist. Es konnte kein signifikanter Unterschied in 
den Werten der Tg, Tcc und Schmelzenthalpie (Δ Hm) zu Adipat Blockcopolymeren 
festgestellt werden. Die Schmelztemperaturen der Copolymere mit größerem 
prozentualem Anteil an MPEO sanken leicht. Eine mögliche Erklärung hierfür ist, dass 
das MPEO-Homopolymer eine niedrigere Schmelztemperatur als PHA aufweist und 
somit die die Schmelztemperatur des gesamten Polymers herabsetzt. In 
Blockcopolymeren mit geringeren Anteilen an MPEO konnte durch die ähnlichen Tm nur 
ein überlagerter Schmelzpeaks beider Polymerblöcke in der Heizkurve beobachtet 
werden. Zwei getrennte Schmelzpeaks wurden bei den Blockcopolymeren mit größeren 
Anteilen an MPEO beobachtet. Das gleiche Verhalten wurde bei Succinat basierten 
Systemen beobachtet. Die Tm der Succinat Reste lag im Bereich von 112-116 °C und die 
der MPEO-Segmente bei 32-40 °C. Für die Blockcopolymere PBA-b-MPEO und PHS-b-
MPEO ist der Schmelzpeak bei ca. 55 °C in zwei Peaks aufgespalten. Diese Peaks 
repräsentieren die Schmezlpeaks der beiden Polymerblöcke, wobei der Aufspaltung bei 
dem PHS-b-MPEO deutlicher zu sehen ist. 
5.  Die WAXD-Profile haben gezeigt, dass die Polymeren durch die Veränderung der 
molaren Verhältnisse von MPEO/PE eine Veränderung der kristallstruktur aufweisen. 
Zum Beispiel sind für die Hauptpeaks von PEO in den WXRD-Profilen der 
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Blockcopolymere PHA-b-MPEO von MPEO5 und MPEO2 durch Zunahme der PHA-
Segmente Unterschiede in Form, Position. Die Intensität der charakteristischen Peaks bei 
2θ 19.68 ° und 23.81 ° wurde verringert oder bei den geringsten Mengen an MPEO im 
Blockcopolymer sogar unterdrückt. Diese Beobachtungen spiegeln die Veränderung der 
kristallstruktur von MPEO in den Copolymeren wieder. Das gleiche Verhalten konnte bei 
den anderen Polymeren beobachtet werden, bei denen eine Veränderung in der 
Kristallstruktur sowohl der hydrophilen als auch durch die hydrophoben Segmente 
auftrat. 
6.  Die Copolymere mit einer geringen Menge an MPEO zeigten gute Zug-Dehnungs-
Eigenschaften. Mit Erhöhung des MPEO-Anteils wurden die Filme immer brüchiger so 
das keine Zug-Dehnung gemessen werden konnte. Dies könnte an der 
Mikrophasenseparation durch Segmenttrennung liegen, die bei ausreichenden Mengen an 
MEOP auftritt.  
7.  Der hydrolytische Abbau erfolgte über wässrige KOH (5% und 10%). Alle Polymere 
wurden durch Estherspaltung hydrolysiert.  
8. Enzymatischer Abbau wurde mit Lipase aus Pseudomona cepacia durchgeführt. Dieses 
Enzym ist für den Abbau von PHA, PBA und PHS geeignet, aber ungeeignet für den 
Abbau von PBS. 
9.  Der Abbau fand durch Oberflächenerosion statt. Die Reihenfolge der Abbaubarkeit ist 
PBA = PHS > PHA > PBS. 
10.  Die Synthese von pH-responsiven Polymeren wurde durch Funktionalisierung der 
Blockcopolymere mit Sulfadimethoxin (SD) als Endgruppe realisiert. Die 
funktionalisierung wurde durch NMR-, IR- und UV-Spektroskopie belegt. 
11.  Für eine gute Funktionalisierung der Kettenenden wurde die Reaktion in geeignetem 
Lösungsmittel (THF) bei niedriger Temperatur und für lange Zeit durchgeführt. Hohe 
Temperaturen und Substanzreaktionen führen zum Polymerabbau. 
12.  Der pH-Übergang der SD-beladenen Polymere wurden durch Trübungsmessungen 
getestet. Der pKa-Wert der beladenen Polymere liegt zwischen 5.6 und 6.0, was ähnlich 
dem pKa des reinen SD (5.9) ist. 
13.  Die cmc-Werte des SD beladenen Polymers und des reinen Polymers wurden mittels 
Fluoreszenz-Spektroskopie bestimmt. Zunächst wurden zwei handelsübliche Tenside in 
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Übereinstimmung mit der Literatur vermessen. Es wurden SD-freie und SD-beladene 
Blockcopolymere (PHA-b-MPEO5 1:1) gemessen. Die cmc des SD-freien Polymers 
beträgt 0.4 g/l und die des SD-funktionalisiertem 0.75 g/L. Der Unterschied in der cmc 
kommt durch das unterschiedliche Molekulargewicht der eingesetzten Polymere. 
